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Both In City
And In County
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
;1\lur ray

ging
price

In Our 12nsi Year

Students At Murray High
Named To Honor Society

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 28, 1971

Six Young People
To Be Received By
Immanuel Lutheran

Vol. LXXXXII

10* Per Copy

No. 100

Tornadoes Leave Twelve
Dead in Central Kentucky

Six young people will be
Mrs. William K. Etherton ; Nancy received as communicant
Twenty-four members of the
Hart, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. members of Immanuel Lutheran
graduating class of 1971 at
James C. Hart; Annette Houston, Church, 15th and Main, by the
Murray High School were named
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. William Rite of Confirmation on Sunday,
We got our Wheel Horse going to the National Honor Society,
Houston.
May 2. They have completed a
Monday evening and started perhaps the most outstanding
Also named were Richard W. two year course of specialised
mowing and just kept on until honor to be awarded, in an imJones, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. study in Christian doctrine and
after dark. It was not par pressive ceremony at the school
Jones; Suzanne Jones, daughter life.
ticularly a labor of love, it was a on Tuesday, April 27.
of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Jones;
The members of this year's
have-to situation. We had missed Miss Mary Matarazo, a 1969
Freya Larson, daughter of Dr. class are Keith Bendert, Larry
40 persons are known to be inthe week before and the grass graduate, presided at the
COLUMBIA, Ky. (UPI)—
and Mrs. Edwin Larson; Gail Benton, Robbie Mason, Deborah
jured."
was growing like it was going out program. Alumni, who had been
Tornadoes cut a deadly path of
Lyons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McMillen, Kathy McReynolds,
The tornadoes touched down
honorary
of style.
elected to the
destruction through five south
Paul Lyons; Nancy Mathis, and Teri Williams. This is the
near Madisonville, in Hopkins
the
organization, were seated on
central Kentucky counties
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. EdDanny A. Brame, 18 year old
stage to pin the new members. ward Mathis; Wade Outland, son largest class of young people to
Tuesday night and early today (Continued on Page Twelve)
the
resident
of
Backusburg
Immanuel
since
be confirmed
We turned on the lights and by Those selected included: David of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Outland.
and made "match twigs" of
community in Calloway County
golly they worked. You could see Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elected with the others were was organized in 1965. The
buildings in several rural areas.
was bound over to the June term
the grass easy and we just kept Rex Alexander; Anne Battle, Marilyn Parks, daughter of Mr. congregation has 50 families and
of the Graves County Grand Jury
At least 12 persons were known
on mowing until we finished the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy and Mrs. Bilden Parks; Darryel 96 communicant members.
in Mayfield
a dead and 100 were injured by the
following
whole thing.
Battle; Christi Cooper, daughter Paschall, daughter of Mrs.
preliminary hearing before tornadoes which concentrated
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper;
Now You Know
Maggie Paschall; Bill Pinirstoo,f
County Judge Dick Castleman their fury in rural areas.
Mark Etherton, son of Mr. and
Intenudlend
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willia.m BY united Press
yesterday.
Cary Eaton, a Greensburg,
We mowed up close to the old
Writer's cramp is known as
Brame was chaiged with Ky., Civil Defense worker, was
Page
on
Bird
Continued
Twelve) graphospasm.
Cedar tree where the Jay
willful murder in connection with one of the first to arrive at Mount
has a nest and he did not move a
the death of Joyce Durbin, 26, Pleasant about four miles north
muscle. We also mowed up close
Majors John E. Biggio and
who resided near Fancy Farm in of here to aid in rescue
to the new Cedar tree where the
L. Mallard have been
Richard
Carlisle
County.
operations.
Mocking Bird has a next and he
and will be leaving
reassigned
The
died
young
Sunday
woman
of
made
twigs
out
"It
stayed there too. We figured they
night, April 11, of multiple stab everything," Eaton said. "When their posts with the ROTC Unit at
Drexell Davis
figured we were harmless in spite
Lester Nanny, president of theixezeil Davis, candidate for wounds in the chest. Brame led we started looking for people, we Murray State this summer.
of all the noise we were making.
Murray Lions Club, expressed
This brings to six the number of
the Democratic party for the post his Woe and brother, Calloway found them in all kinds of places
appreciation today to the
commissioned members of the
600 vocational the Murray State Agriculture of State Treasurer was a visitor County Sheriff Clyde Steele and away from their homes."
than
More
residents of Murray for their fine agriculture students from 35 Club and the Alpha Gamma Rho in Murray yesterday in behalf of Graves County Sheriff Vernon
who are being
the tornadoes were spawned ROTC staff
A Rabbit showed up in the light
response to the club's mop and West Kentucky high schools are fraternity, the members of which his candidacy.
reassigned.
of
to
murder
scene
Davis
the
the
struck
that
system
storm
a
from
and got out of our way and sat
broom sale, which he termed a expected to participate Friday, comprise the core of the group of Davis visited the university, on the night the incident took the southern midwest states
Major Biggio, a native of San
over on one side to see what this
huge success.
cutting paths of destruction Antonio, Texas will return to
April 30, in the 18th annual agriculture students in charge of local banks, the courthouse and
strange creature making all the Nanny also voiced a note of
The body of the girl was found primarily through rural areas in Vietnam in August for his second
in business firms in the city.
Agriculture Field Day at Murray the competitive events.
noise was doing.
thanks for the response to the State University:
Ten major contests are planned Davis has served as Clerk of ying in a ditch about two miles Kentucky, Illinois and Ten- tour of duty there. He came to
club's appeal for old eyeglasses.
Murray State after serving with
with the first event scheduled to the Court of Appeals for four south of Mayfield.
nessee.
program, begin at 10 a.m. following a years and for twelve years as A motion for bail was denied by
The eyeglasses are planned to bc
the 1st Battalion, 69th Armor in
day-tong
The
into
flew
Nunn
B.
Gov.
Louie
his
on
by
comes
Dr. Morgan
used in Eastern Kentucky.
scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m. welcoming by Dr. Hugh L. Deputy Clerk, He also served as Judge Castleman. Brame has the area on a National Guard Vietnam.
ltiumph and stops awhile to say
Murray State ATO members with a registration period, wili be Oakley, dean of the School of AdmattstratIveliSSIstarit to the
lodged in the Graves County helicopter to survey the damage. Major Biggio is a graduate of
hello. That's what we need, a
again gave their services to the held at the University farm-tine Applied Science and Technology Secretary of State for four years. il since his arrest on the night of Nunn also alerted the National the University of Nebraska at
motorcycle.
Lions in conducting the door to mile west of the campus on at Murray State. These contests For the past four years Davis the murder.
Guard for duty in the stricken Omaha. His wife Elise, and seven
door sale. However due to the College Farm Road.
year old daughter Brenda, plan to
„—
are:
has been District Manager of a
areas.
junior Judging of four classes of dairy life insurance company.
Gray, a
around a, inclement weather some streets
Brent
"There are six definite dead at live in San Antonio while the
We had to keep mowing
portions of streets may have agriculture student from Cadiz, animals, and two classes each of
Cane Valley," Don Cravens, a Major is overseas. They have
big brown Toad who made a I
said. An' is the general chairman for the beef, swine and sheep; soil
been
police officer here, said. "About resided at 306 Woodlavrn Avenue
n missed' Nanny
time we
sluggish hop or two each'
while they were in Murray.
resident that wishes to purchase event. Gray also is president of judging, tobacco grading, seed
came around
• ••
Major Mallard, also a native of
a mop or broom from the club
and weed paint identification,
Welcome Wagon
Murray
Tto
Texas, will be assigned to Germay do so by calling 763-1474 or Van Hoose In Serious
auctioneering, tractor driving
its
have
will
Club
Newcomer's'
Box 161.
many after attending Army
an wood plant identification,
A igingssinewas oloterbed avoo# by mail to Murray P.O.
third annual dessert card party
from the sale will be Condition In Frankfort
Proceeds
at Fort Bliss, Texas and
schools
driving
auctioneering, tractor
,reLsarne by his perch and he moved
The first meeting of the Colt 3n Thursday, April 29, at 7:30
used in the club's civic projects.
Fort Knox. He joined the ROTC
FRANKFURT, Ky. UPI(— and ornamental plant idenWoman's
the utility line across Melrose,
Murray
the
at
p.m
League will be held this SaturLions John Thompson and Finis State Senate Minority Leader
staff at Murray State in October
zig-zagging on the way to pick up
Each school may enter as day, May 1, at 10 a.m. at the Colt Club House.
Griffith were co-chairmen of the Wendell Van Hoose, R-Tutor Key,
1968 after his second tour of duty
and
clouditss
Diminishing
president,
an insect.
many as 17 contestants in the 10 League field according to a Mrs. Michael Miller,
project.
Vietnam.
in
with
2ooler
decreasing
today
their
was listed in serious condition events, competing for an
league co-chairmen. Gene said guests should bring
Major Mallard received his
winds tonight. High today in the
formed
today at King's Daughters aggregate of 6,400 contest points.
and
games
or
cards
own
Landolt and John Ftesig.
ROTC after
Hospital here after suffering a
The cost in- low 60s and low tonight in the low commission through
We noted with pleasure that we'll
The four team league will play their own tables.
Sam Houston
from
graduating
Twelve
,
Page
on
(Continued
to
40s.
mid
Thursday
generally
at
chance
heart attack Tuesday.
a
have a few blooms on the White
its games on Tuesday and Friday cluding dessert and
State University. His wife Pat,
Van Hoose was visiting at
dollar per person fair and cool. High in the 60s,
Fringe Tree this year. This
nights. The league will also play a adzes is one
and daughter Mary Beth, will
For
Franklin County Republican
tickets
call
753
753-3116
or
means that next year it will
BASKETBALL CLINIC
four game schedule with Prinhim to Germany.
accompany
OUTLOOK
EXTENDED
public
here
the
when
was
he
headquarters
urges
really put on a show. The bloom
The second session of the ceton in conjunction with the 9754. Mrs. Miller
No precipitation of con- They presently reside at 1700
stricken.
usually comes out before the
Basketball Clinic for all ages of regular schedule.
to attend this annual event.
sequence through Sunday with Audubon Drive in Murray.
Van Hoose, a 14-year State boys will be held Saturday, May
leaves. This year the leaves are
Again this year the Murray
generally fair and cool weather.
Senate Veteran, represents the 1, from ten a.m. to 12 noon, at the
already out and the blooms will
Colt League will host the North
Laws in the 30s and low 40s. Highs
25th Senatorial District of Boyd Murray City Park. All interested
be partially hidden, but next year
Playoffs—a
League
Division Colt
in the 60s and low 70s.
Johnson and Lawrence empties persons are invited to attend
it should come forth with gusto
four team, double elimination
before the leaves make their
tournament—in August.
appearance.
.. Landon announced that this A "Talent Roundup" will be
year the Colt League will play held Friday, April 30, at 7:30 p.m.
under a "total participation" at the New Concord Elementary
Iris about to bloom.
rule,
School.
The Sigma Department of the
Boys born between August 1, The program will include a
1954, and July 31, 1956, are variety of talent by the school The Junior Class of Calloway Murray Woman's Club anClimbing Rose has buds all over
plans
for
preMrs. Harlan Hodges,one of the attention of the filled auditorium eligible to play in the Colt children and other persons in the County High School will present nounces
it. It'll bloom all summer long.
3utstanding dramatists of the of the library throughout her League. An application blank is community. The admission will their annual play on Thursday, registration for its Summer
Red Wygelia also about ready tc
April 29, at seven p.m. in Jeffrey Kindergarten Program. Children
area, again delighted her review of the book. Mrs. Hodges printed on the Sports page of be fifty cents and one dollar.
do its thing.
Bobby Allen, principal, urges gymnasium. The title of the play entering first grade in the fall of
audience with her review of the relived the character of Lydia today's Ledger cir Tunes.
'The Family Nobody wantea". 1971 who have never attelided
the public to attend.
book, The Tall Woman", by McQueen from the _time of her
The play iS based on the life of kindergarten will be given first
Wilma Dykeman,at the Calloway wedding day thnnigh to her
an actual family including a preference.
County Public Library on death. The book is the story of a
minister and wife who find that Mrs. Donnie Foust will be the
Tuesday afternoon.
mountain woman and her life
they cannot have children and teacher for the summer session
The Murray woman kept the during and after the Civil War.
A two car collision occurred
later adopt children of mixed which will meet Monday through
Tuesday at nine a.m. at the inMrs. Hodges expressed the
ancestries who are called the Friday from 8:30 to 11 a.m. The
tersection of South Third and
joys, sadness, happiness. .
Local law officials were guests
kindergarten program will begin
"unadoptable children",
Poplar Streets, according to the
hardships, and love of this
the Quota Club at the regular
Kevin Lovett
Life magazine, The Christian Monday, June 14 and end Friday,
report filed by the investigating
mountain woman in her moving- meeting held Tuesday at noon at
Advocate, and The Readers' August 6. There will be no afofficers of the Murray Police
interpretation of the character the Southside Restaurant. This
will
Club
Mothers
Faxon
Digest have all described with ternoon session. Fees charged
The
Department. No injuries were Kevin Lovett, son of Mr. and
Temple
The
Hill United written into the book by the was another event in observance
Mrs. Rudy Lovett of Murray Methodist Church will hold its author.
a Fiddlers Contest on affection and approval the actual will be based upon the parent's
sponsor
reported.
by
Week"
Enforcement
of "Law
Saturday. May 1, at eight pip. family about which this play is ability to pay, amounting to a
Cars involved were a 1969 Route One, will participate in the annual homecoming on Sunday, Present for this occasion the club.
a chili supper .to begin at concerned. There has been a maximum of $15.00 per month.
Chevrolet four door hardtop Mid-South Spelling Bee to be held May 2.
of
during the observance
Special guests were Sid Easley, with
owned by Holland Motor Sales of in Memphis, Tenn., on Friday
Preaching services will be held National Library Week by the County Attorney, Murray Chief of seven p.m. Also on sale will be ninety-minute television spec- Applicants will be notified by
hot dogs, pie, cake, candy, etc. tacular devoted to the earlier telephone of the date for formal
at eleven a.m. with Rev. Roger
Murray Route Three and driven evening, April 30.
Continued on Page Twelve) Police James M. Brown, County Admission will be one dollar for aspects of this family's life,
registration in the Sigma Kinby James Prentice Holland of Lovett was the winner of the Joseph delivering the message. A
Sheriff Clyde Steele. Kentucky
and twenty-five cents for In the play Thursday night, the dergarten Room at Robertson
Murray Route Eight, and a Calloway County Spelling Bee basket dinner will be served at
Guy Turner, and adults
Trooper
State
family will be concerned with Elementary School. To prePlymouth station wagon owned held at the court house here on noon and singing will be held in
Dave Coker,student studying law students.
Over two hundred dollars in typical teen age problems, some register your chdd and for furby Taylor Motors, Inc., 303 South Saturday, March 20. He is a sixth the afternoon.
enforcement.
and gifts will be awarded. of them quite hilarious. The ther information, please call Mrs.
4th Street, Murray, and driven by grade student of Mrs. M. B. All singers and listeners are
Easley was the main speaker cash
Kirksey
the
at
Rogers
Twelve door prizes valued at whole play is filled with a very Bailey Gore at 753-8509.
invited to attend and enjoy an
Ramesh R. Patel, 411 North 16th
the
of
Laws
••The.
on
spoke
and
Elementary School. His father is afternoon of good singing, a
Homecoming will be held at the
will be given. Gifts will be satisfying warmth and the cast
Street, Murray.
City and County". Each of the 175.00
Forth Fork Baptist Church on
to the audience for the recommends it as an opportunity
awarded
Police said Patel, going north the local Gulf Oil distributor and church spokesman said.
law officials also spoke briefly A
Sunday, May 2, with the regular
)Idest married couple, youngest to see. a play that is different,
on South Third Street, pulled into he has one sister, Kathy, and one
period
answer
and
morning worship services at question
couple, and the largest delightful, and completely worththe path of the Holland car going brother, Keith.
concerning cases tried married
eleven o'clock with Rev. A. D. followed
Kevin is the grandson of Mr.
while, a school spokesman said.
family.
east on Poplar Street.
in the city and county, and the
Vaden, pastor, as the speaker.
The play cast is composed of Twenty-four persons were cited
Damage to the Chevrolet was and Mrs. Gent Lovett of Murray
the Twelve categories of musicians
within
regulations
rules
and
Singing services will begin at
the best fiddler will be the following students; Ray on Monday to appear in the
including
on the front and to the Plymouth and Mr and Mrs. Paul Pierce of
county
the city and
p.m. featuring
Kirkky.
awarded prizes. Joe Hill will Murdock, Katie Kemp, Michael Murray City Court of Judge
on the left side
The Ladies Steak Night at the 1:30
Mrs. Geneva Browtlfield,
A total of twenty-two students Oaks Country Club will be held on McKenzie, Tenn., Quartet and
serve as master of ceremonies. Burchett, Sherry Mitchell, Andy William Donald Overbey later
the
at
presided.
president,
from the schools in the city and Monday, May 3, at 6:30 p.m. at Gospel Aires. Galen Morris,
At the close of the program will Armstrong, Carla Watkins, Lisa thi,s waek.
the
of
charge
In
songleader, will conduct the meeting.
county eaWed the local spelling the club.
the drawing for the Remington Perrin, Bobby Rye, Doris Turbe
wt for the day's
- Citations issued by the Murray
arrangeme
bee'. Seeol place winner was Each person is asked to bring singing in the afternoon.
1100 Shot gun that is en display at ner,' Rhonda Black, Sandra
Week
Law
the
Police Department were two for
Program
attend
to
invited
is
fiutclic
The
Sue
of
Oanley,
daughter
be
can
sabers,
Tickets
Marsha
Elkins
Donna
Hargrove,
Miss
Ward
her own steak. Other food will be
Steve Cavitt will be the guest
improper registration and one for
committee composed of Mrs.
from any member of Ann Adams, Susan Pigg, Vickie
Mrs. Josh Tabers, third furnished by the hostesses. The all services.
minister at the morning services MrArd
chairman, Mrs. purchased
Einth
Blackwood,
driving while intoxicated.
winner was Miss Amy cost is one dollar per person.
Mothers Club now or at the Gamble, Mike Nance, and Linda
on Sunday at eleven o'clock at the place
Marjorie Crawford.. and Mrs. the
The:other twenty-one citations
is
Mrs.
director
and
one
Mr
qf
sludent
for
night
daughter
The
Saturday
Blain,
Futrell.
SALE
door
RUMMAGE
Entertainment.. will follow the
Mt. Carmel United Methodist
Jean S. Wilson.
i
The winner does not Merry Evans Faculty director. were issued by the Department of
Blain, both students at dinner.
Eddie
at
held
be
each
A
will
sale
dollar
ruirunage
Kirksey
of
north
located
meeting
Church,
Other guests at he
transportation' for cars
Kirksey School.
Members are asked to make Gleason Hall of St. Leo's Catholic were Mrs. Helen Hogancanip of have to be present to win the gun. are Mrs. Jo A Mathis and Mrs Motor
just off Highway 299
state inspection strtkers.
witholit
apwere
$100
totaling
expressed
has
Nix.
C.
Prizes
Streets,
Brenda
club
Payne
and
12th
The
Church,
reservalfdhs bilSatifl-day, May 1,
Cavitt. son of Mr and Mrs.
Ruth Crider of
Capri, Cheri, by calling Mrs. Don Grogan 753- on Saturclay, May I, from 7:30 Murray and Mrs
to each merchant whd
These students have worked Chief of Police James BrownJohn B. Cavitt, is a graduate of furnished by the
the Paris, Tenn Quota Club. preciation
Drive In Theatres 1365, Mrs. E. C. Wallin 753-4782, a.m. to noon The sale is spondonated the (-ash and prizes to very hard to present the play and said persons will be cited in the
the University School and is a i and Murray
Nineteen members of the Murray
for
the
manager,
the
Brown,
of
contest possible
Tommy
invite everyone to come and future for failing toPhave:their women
the
by
sored
or
753-9442,
1 Mrs Bruce Thomas
student at Murray State •
Club were present. for the lun- make this
inspection.
local spelling bee
church
The pu ic is invited to attend share the fun with them
) Mrs Jim Bryan 753-8280
University
cheon meeting

Drexell Davis Is
Visitor In Murray

lues I"

Lions Club Mop &
Broom Sale Held
Here On Tuesday

•

Brame Bound Twisters Touch Down In
Over, Graves Five Midstate Counties
Grand Jury
Biggio And
Mallard To
Leave MSU

Agriculture Field Day
Planned At Murray State

Colt League To
Meet On Saturday

Kevin Lovett
To Participate
In Spelling Bee

Dessert Card Party
Scheduled Thursday

The Weather

"Talent Roundup"
Planned On Friday

Mrs. Hodges Speaker At
Special Library Program

Two Car Collision
Reported Wednesday

Law Officials
Faxon Club To
Quota Guests
Have Program
On Saturday

Temple Hill Church
Plans Homecoming

1

Sigma Summer
Calloway Class Kindergarten
Presents Play nnounces Plans

North Fork Church
Schedules Services

Ladies Steak Night
Planned At Oaks

Twenty-Four Cited
For City Couti

Steve Cavitt To
Speak On Sunday

1

4

O
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put up their own funds tol
match the federal aid.
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER IL TIMES PUBLISHI
The proposal is due to be
COM
Murray, Miss Anita Carol Hill,
April 24, 1971
PANY,Inc., 103N 4th St , Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753NG
1916
heard later this session by the
R.t. 2, HaF.el,Mrs. Phyllis Ann
JAMES C. WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
ADULTS 86
House Ways and Means ComWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
McClure & Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
NURSERY 10
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not
mittee, whose chairman, Rep.
for the best interest
Murray, and Mrs. Effie Jean
at our readers
Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., and
.NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO , 1509
Wilkinson & Baby Girl, 5617
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Madison Ave , Memphis, Tenn.; Time IS Life Bldg :New York,
senior Republican, Rep. John
N
Y
Baby Boy Jones (Mrs. Brenda Broad Ext., Murray.
•• ,,-. 0ephensori Bldg , C)etroit, Mich,
W. Byrnes, R-Wis., already are
-• Entered daily at Ilse Post Office, Murray, Kentuckyraor.transinission
Lavern Jones), Route 1, Kirksey,
on the record in opposition.
as Second Class Matter,
Baby Girl Waldrop (Mrs. Sandra POSTAL RATE HEARINGS
Subscription Rates! By carrier in Murray, S
That does not kill the plan, but
35 per week, 51.52 per
WASHINGTOkk (UPI)—The
month By mail in Calloway and adjoining countieS
Kay Waldrop), Route 1, Hazel.
55 50 per year,
it certainly makes it look sick.
Postal Rate Clrfnmission has
Zones 1 & 2, 513 per year, Elsewhere Ste per
year All service sub
•Scr.ptions. SS per year
The
money
for
set May 17 for the start of
general
DISMISSALS
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
revenue-sharing would come
1% Me Integr15y/411s Newspaper
Mrs. James Howell Cassity, Rt. hearings on the U.S. Postal
out of so-called new tax
1, Murray, Mrs. Cynthia June Service's request for $1.45
WEDNESDAY—APRIL 28, 1971
reenues —additional funds
Brown and Baby Girl, 105 Shady billion a year in higher rates.
generated by increased personFirst-class,, mail would be
Oaks, Murray, Mrs;Barbara Ann
al and corporate incomes that
Watkins and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, raised front 6 to 8 cents,
have not already been claimed
Benton, Mrs. Barbara Elizabeth airmail from 10 to 11, and other
e
for some existing federal
•.."
LEDGER•?DIEU FILE
.100
by
one-third;
the
Atkins and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, classes
•""
n,,1014q0,
program.
Murray, Mrs. Georgie Lee service also intends to raise
.11‘
1.3 Per Cent of Income
4,••tgr
0,50,1 OC.
••••/,
go
Adams and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, second class mail by 142 per
Deaths reported are Mrs. Fent Mohundro, age 69, of Murray
The general revenue-sharing
4010\
Kirksey, Mrs. Mary Helen Nance cent over a five-year period.
fund each year would represent
Route Four, Jimmie Hutchens, age 56, of Argo, fli,, and Gordon
and Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Murray,
1.3 per cent of total taxable
Buchanan, eight months old son of Mr. and Mrs. Noel Buchanan.
LEONINE SCARE
Mrs. Sarah Katherine Duke, Rt.
income in the United States,
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke on the "Cuban Situtation" at the meeting
CINCINNATI I UPI o—Police
2, Hazel, Master Tracey Scott
of the Murray Rotary Club.
and would be distributed to the
Estes, Hardin, Miss Joyce Elaine cbeciting out a report of a lion
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp and Dr. Eugene Smith of the Murray
states on the basis of their
Bramley, 509 North 2nd, Murray, in suburban Groesbeck found
State College faculty have been appointed to serve on the Board of
population and "tax effort" —
undernourished
Afghan
Mrs. Madelle Moody, New two
W
Directors of the Kentucky Business Education Association.
the relative effort each makes
4.101111V
Concord, Mrs. Joyce Ann Greer, hounds instead.
Janet Like, Sharon Sledd, Cynthia Ezell, Dorothy Henry,
to raise its own revenues. The
..r
The Society for Prevention of
Rt, 5, Benton, Mrs. Lola Ray
Linda Henry, Randy Patterson, L. W. Patterson, Danny Pittman.
law would require the states
Cruelty
to Animals took the
Chadwick, Rt. 5, Murray, Mr.
and Michael Palmer will complete in the District 4-H Club Rally
"pass through" part of th
Mildred Maxine Cunningham, dogs to a shelter. The long
program at Paducah on April 29
money --about half on the
blond
hair
of
the
dogs
1105 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
average —to cities, counties,
Ynema Francis Wright, Rt. 1, apparently gave the appearance
townships and other localities.
Murray, Carl Morris Stout Sr., of a lion with a heavy mane,
For the most part, the special
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Gordon Ethel SPCA officials said.
revenue-sharing funds would
Calhoun, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
come from the categorical aid
Nellie Mitchuson, Rt. 1, Hardin.
LEDGER•TIKES 111.1
programs they would replace.
Mrs. Madie Ann Salmon, Box 61
about one-third of the federal
Hazel, Mrs. Carrie Hughes Ward.
government's total grant-in-aid
504 Brand, Mayfield, Joseph'
The night depository of the Peoples Bank was robbed the night
outlay of $30 billion a year. The
Franklin Duncan, Rt. 7, Dexter.
of April 23, according to H. Glenn Doran, executive vice-president
first-year amounts for each
Ends Tue.
Cilous Higgins, Rt. 1, Hardin.
of the bank. Only two bags of the six were taken with apfund include $3 billion for
"',"
May 11
Milus Stewart Hendrick, 50E
proximately $1,700 in cash and checks stolen.
education, $2.6
billion for So. 6th, Murray, Mrs. Belva
Dill
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson Wall was elected president of the Murray
transporfation, $2 billion fo 507 Vine,
Murray, Hoyt Cleaver
Woman's Club for the year 1951-52.
manpower, $2 billion for the Sr.,
Rt. 1, Ahno, Allie Miller, Rt
The Murray State Track team under Coach Kenny McRee won
cities; $500 million for la 1, Dexter.
be *414'4.
over Southeast Missouri at Cape Girardeau 70 to 66.
enforcement and $1.1 billion fo
tivfilti'nag
About six hundred homemakers from the Purchase District of
rural development.
(xidlt
the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers met April 26 at Murray
Nixon
says the.. federa April 25, 1971
State with Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale of Murray, director,
government has done 'a g
presiding.
job of tax collection but botched
ADULTS 98
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Outland of Maybee, Mich., are the
the delivery of services to the
parents of twin boys born April 19. They are formerly from
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK and more important, to the billion they now pay out, plus $1 people. For problem-solving, he
Murray,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- aeople all across America."
billion in new funds, among six says, "The people who know a NURSERY 10
ident Nixon wants the federal The first part is called broad areas —education, law place best are the people who
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
government to give $16 billion "general revenue sharing." To enforcement, manpower train- live there."
to the states, counties and start, it would provide $5 billion ing, transportation, urban deve- "What is. needed, then, is a
cities to see if they can solve in new tax revenues for state lopment and rural development. program under which we can Baby Girl Ginn (Mrs. Kathryn
Paulette Ginn), Hazel, Baby Boy
and local governments to spend Here, the states arid localities enjoy the best of both
their own problems.
worlds, a
That is a lot of cash, even for as they saw fit. Any legitimate would, have to spend the money program' which will apply fast- Knight (Mrs. Patricia Knight),
the federal government. But the government expense, from gar- within the area. of activity for growing federal revenues to 416 S. 10th., Murray.
I watt for the Lord, my soul doth wait, and in his word do
pay to a new which it is earmarked. But fast-growing, state and ,local
idea behind it —called revenue- tragemen's .
hope.—Psalm 130:5.
sharing
—is
what
makes governor's mansion, would be tpere would be none_ of the requirements." the President
My expectations are high, and I know I wait not in vain
DISMISSALS
Nixon's plan controversial and permitted.
president requirements that told Congress.
•
important. Its purpose is to L The second Part is ."1Pecial -egiolo dollar be focused on a
Master Robert Frank Hares
FREE KITTENS
reverse the 40-year-old flow of revenue snaring." It..„would aiseific project, such as buying
power toward Washington and wrap up about 130 existing school books, building water, Three kittens, seven weeks old, III, 11 Waldrop's Trailer Ct.,
away from state capitals and specific purpose federal aid mains or training lathe Opera- part long hair, are free to persons Murray, Mrs. Amber Jean
programs and divide the $10 tors or that states arid localities for pets. For information call 753- Howard, Rt. 7 Box 69, Murray,
city halls
Mrs. Clarice McDaniel, Rt. 3,
8866.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
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"WHAT
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CINICOM fights inflation by bringing down the cost of going to the movies!
Beginning Wednesday, April 28th, the adult admission price for ALL shows,
just 994!

NEW MOVIES
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Black Hawks Edge New Horse Show
York 3-2 Tuesday Night Is Planned
By WKHA

Mays Spoils Aaron's 600th
Homer With Game Winning Hit

COLT BASEBALL LEAU l. APPLICATION
Name

.......

Address'.

pair of errors
600-homer plateau when he inning runs on a
By JOE CARNICELL1
By FRED McMANE
jcup series despite the fact he
Date of Birth
the and a wild pitch and held an
of
eighth
his
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UPI Sports Writer
Writer
Sports
UPI
had not scored against New
the pitching of Jerry
It was all a matter of time. York, slapped a loose puck into
There is only one player in season in the third inning with behind
Parents Signature ...........
and Danny Frisella to
Joosman
Ruth
Babe
The New York Rangers had the net after Pit Martin had
the National League whom you a man on base. Only
The West Kentucky Hor-.
Louis. Joe Torre
St.
defeat
31, 1956 are
held Chicago's Bobby Hull won a faceoff. Ranger goalie
might expect to outshine Henry 714) and Mays 633) have hit
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than
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horse how Saturday, May 1, at
Cardinals with
the
for
games
..but the second leading scorer in the play.
Braves' slugger hit his 600th old Aaron.
the Livingston County Riding
at bats.
four
in
hits
three
Colt League Field at 10 am.
See-Sew Game
National Hockey League history
home run. Arid you guessed it,
Meeting Saturday, May 1, at the
Club in Burna, Ky. The show will
the
gave
smash
Aaron's
ended his drought in fine The series returns to New
he did.
Errors also played an impor.start at 2 o'clock.
fashion. Hull drilled home a York Thursday night and a
Willie Mays, who will be 40 Bravek a temporary 4-3 lead, tant part in the Reds' victory.
will be
trophies
place
Five
goal at 635 of the first seventh game, if necessary, will
years old on May 6, spoiled but the Giants tied the score in San Diego made three of them
given in each event, and the entry
overtime period Tuesday night be played Sunday in Chicago.
Aaron's 600th career homer the fifth on a homer by Willie and the Reds also got timely
Gate
class.
per
be
$1.00
will
fee
to give the Black Hawks a 3-2 Montreal, which has had its
with a run-scoring McCovey. The Giants took the hits from Lee May in the first
celebration
load.
car
admission is $1.00 a
hands full with the pesky North
victory over New York.
the 10th inning lead again in the seventh on a and Tommy Helms in the sixth
in
single
Ten riding clubs make up the
The goal also helped Chicago Stars, got a pair of goals West Kentucky Horseman's
Tuesday night to lead the San sacrifice fly by McCovey only in defeating the Padres. Don
and
Mahovlich
build a 3-2 lead in the best-of- fromPete
Francisco Giants to a 6-5 to have the Braves tie things up Mason hit his second major
are:
They
Association.
brother Frank's 10th of the
again in their half of the league homer to account for the
seven series.
victory over the Braves.
Wranglers, Calloway County,
Time also ran out for the playoff series to down MinnesoAaron became only the third seventh on a triple by Marty Padres' only run.
New Providence, East Side
Minnesota North Stars, who ta.
man in baseball to reach the Perez and Ralph Garr's fourth
Mayfield, North Marshall, West
Pinch-hitter Jim Lefebvre.,
single of the game.
Played on almost every terms
Canadiens-North Stars Ky., Reidland, West McCracken,
the 10th and two-run single sparked a fourcame
Then
with 'Montreal for 50 minutes The
resumes Thursday night Ballard Co. and Livingston
Mays, who had four hits, rifled run seventh inning and the
before the Canadiens exploded series
By United Press International
The winner of County.
Minnesota.
in
two-out single to right with Dodgers added three more runs
for a flurry of goals in the last
be
will
Twenty eight classes
National League
will face the New
two
Men on base to score Hal in the eighth to defeat the
10 to win 6-1. Montreal leads that series
East
York-Chicago winner for the held at the show, Classes for
Pirates. Dock Ellis was coastwith the deciding run.
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that series 3-2.
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a new event added this year is
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New Yok
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calf roping will also be held.
10 9 .526 14s
Pittsburgh
7-5, Houston blanked third loss in five games. Richle
tsburgh
The public is invited to attend
7 11 .389 4
a
1-0 and Montreal Hebner homered for the Pirates
Philadelphia
FOGG
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the Horse Show. All proceeds
6 11 .353 4,»2
Philadelphia
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The rest of the story
By MILTON RICHMAN
major league record with his
because of rain.
W. L. Pct. GB Flood, who was showing his age
3 bit garbled in the telling but WKHA. Food will be availble on
UPI Sports Writer
Ilth during the month of April.
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San Francisco 15 5 .750 ... In a $110,000 comeaek
NEW YORK (UPI)-Some a few clear facts emerge.
beat Minnesota 2Washington
Larry Dierker pitched a six12 9 .571 3,-2 with the Washihgt ,n Senators, 0, Milwaukee topped Boston 4-2, hitter and Doug Rader drove in
tageles
AotisanAn
L
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for
today
baseball
with
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9 9 .500 5
seven runs and six hits by the
trouble on their day off.
Kansas City routed Detroit 8-1, the game's only run with a
10 11 .476 541 the second season in a row New York edged Chicago 6-5 in sacrifice fly in the eighth inning
A's, and yanked in the fifth
Houston
Have you noticed that?
-2 because of "very serious 12 innings, California nipped as the Astros edged the
6 11 .353 7,,
Cincinnati
Bill Hunter has. You have no inning. When the press, which
5 13 .278 9 personal problems mounting Cleveland 2-1 and Baltimore Phillies. Jim Bunning allowed
had learned about the pregame
San Diego
idea how much.
every day."
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it he's something else. An think so at all.
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224 Classic.
Betty Darnell
Boston (Siebert 3-0.
And then in almost the
elbow
mounting every day.
The others going into the Baltimore ) Cuellar 1-0) at problems
same quick motion playfully
your confidence and
for
NEWLAN
Thanks
SIGN
night.
ROCKETS
impe2-2),
High
Ind.
Series
(SC)
Hunter
(
were
chop
Oakland
karate
dispatched a loving
derby off victories
213 Spruce St Phone 753-7742
g:"
-Mike
understandin
(UPI)
at
DIEGO
0-3)
SAN
McDowell
blue
Dixon
Lyman
the
560 tuosity, who scored in
Cleveland I
to the valued right arm of Andy
for
choice
draft
2
,
No.
Newlan,
night.
Jim Neale
551 grass stakes; bolb and able, California ( Wright 2-3),
Messersmith, who was to be
of the Norman Chancey
547 who won the Stepping Stone Detroit (Lerch 3-2) at Kans,IWranglers
the Angels' starting pitcher that the San Diego Rockets
National Basketball Associa- Marilyn Parks
531 Purse at Churchill Downs or City (Drage 3-11, night:
night.
multi-year Edna Lamastus
a
193 opening day, and Unconscious
Minnesota (Hall 0-2), at
Andy Messersmith, it turns tion, signed
Newlan, a 6- Mary Smith
477 Who won the California Derby Washington ((lox 0-2), plgbt.
out, also knows a couple of contract Tuesday.
his college
2-0 or The Wranglers Riding Club will
Chicago (Brad
things about karate and judo foot-4 guard, played
:104.1
„lt11
Thursday
University.
Utah
at
1
basketball
.
artI011.
High
Ind.
Series (HC)
New York have a regular meeting
Johnson 2-2)'
Quicker than you can say see
Friday
Show
Horse
and
night
Larry Clemson
t.
638
(Kline 2-1),
what-happens-on-a-guy's-day-off
APPLICATION PLANNED
night according to an anFrank Paschall
y's Games
602
he got in a beautiful backhan
NADINOLA
South
NAD1NOLA
BURG,
JOHANNES
nouncement made by club ofPaul
Buchanan
600
Baltimore at Oakland
der that split Billy Hunter's lite
CLEANSING CREAM
CREAM
VANISHING
Africa (UPI)-Rudolph Opper- Marilyn Parks
ficials.
594
Cleveland at California, night
man, chairman of the South Edna Lamastus
The meeting will be held at S
592
Chicago at Washington, night
National
and
Thursday at the club
African Olympic
p,m.
night
Burlene Brewer
Boston,
585
at
Minnesota
Members are asked to
Games Association, said Mongrounds.
(Only games scheduled)
potato chips, and
dogs.
day night the association is
hot
bring
High Averages
planning to apply for readmis- Jim Neale
a feat had been ac- marshmallows for supper and
185
sion to the Olympics.
- He compliahed. The Boston Celtics paint brushes and hammers for
M1LWAUKF,E
Don Alsobrook
185
going beat the then Minneapolis Lajcer,s the work session to be held at the
's
thaVNoboby
• •
South Africa was banned Lyman Dixbn
cautioned
184-i
from the Olympic Games T.C. Hargrove
182 to hand anything to us," but in four games of the 1959 final meeting.
because of the country's policy Norman Chancey
The officers and board of
182 Milwaukee Bucks coach Larry playoff series.
NADINOLA
NADINOLA
about
confident
felt
Costello
will have a meeting
on interracial competition.
directors
180
been
FACIAL SOAP
Jones
Dan
Baltimore, however, has
SOAP
FLESH
170 winning game No. 3 tonight in down before-the most regent during the Thursday night
Marilyn Parks
1511 -le National Basketball Asseci• time in the Eastern fifrals session.
Mildred Hodge
163 Akin finals against the Haiti. against the New York Knicks. The horse show will be held
Patsy Neale
the
154 riore Bullets
DELUXE
Mary Smith
In that one, New York took a 2- Friday night at 7:30 at
place
Costello said the Buclits we 0
154
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Edna Lamastus
lead in the series and then Wranglers riding pen. Five
to
they
each
*kid
eady
and
wanted
ozrours-'
ribbons will be given in
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Betty Dixon
lost 4-3.
ip the best-of-severi playoff as
be event.
will
Tonight's game
S trait issii •
man as possible.
Everyone is welcome to ride in
/UST A WORD
us.
devised nationally.
BIG 0, 1,2W TO TOUR
Boys' Haircut - 75'
The Bucks, with a 2-0
WITH IS
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win,
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Men's Haircut - '1 00
Al dor and Oscar Robertson, game, beat Baltimore 96.811
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located
a three-year The club ia
exhibitions, it was announced Should Milwaukee go on to day he 'has signed
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with the Cincinnati northeast of Murray on the old
Phone 753 9999 (Alter 5:0C,'
ruesday by the State Depart. sweep the series, it would be contract'
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nent
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tArs. Maurice Christopher Elected As
Alpha Chairman; Mrs. Hodges Speaker

i

Mrs. J. B. Burkessi . • •

.• .n.,
limit 753,121/ et 7S3-4941
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WEDNESDAY—APRIL 28, 1971

Penny Homemakers, Mrs. Johnnie Lane
Hold Regular Meet Is Complimented
The Penny Homemakers Club At Two Showers
its regular monthly

Miss.Maud Narzce Speaks On "Antiques"
At Magazirfe Meeting At Russell Home

1
story in the eastern mountains 1
Miss Maud Nance, New Con- Mrs. Russell served strawberry
following the Civil War, and
cord, displayed some ,pf her parfaits and cookies.
called The Tall Woman" a book 1
held
meeting
.$
Mrs. Johnnie Lane, nee Shirley collection of antiques and talked Mrs. Rue Beale, Louisville, and
of great tenderness and sorrow—
at the Holiday Inn on Monday, Lamb,
was honored recently with about the origin and history of Mrs. John Livesay, were guests
the story of a pioneer woman who
April 19, at ten o'clock in the
a household shower held at the them in the Magazine Club Mrs. F. E. Crawford introducted
discovered that "Spring can't be
morning.
home of Mrs. James Lamb on meeting held Thursday afternoon Miss Nance.
Mrs. Maurice Christopher was kept back."
Mrs. Grace Covey, president,
in the home of Mrs. A. W. Russell. Others in attendance included
Murray Route Five.
reelected as chairman of the Luncheon arrangements were
presided and also presented the
Department and Dr Alberta by Mrs. Thomas Brown, Mrs.
Hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. L. J. Hortin, president, the following: Mesdames John
on
lesson
"Drug
main
Abuse
and
Wednesday, April 28
Mrs. Mary Hutson, Mrs. Carolyn :a:Inducted the business meeting. Winter, Raymond Dixon, W. Z
Chapman retains the treasurer's Mary Bordeaux, Mrs. Raymond
Misuse", substituting for Mrs.
office New officers are to be Dixon, Miss Ann Carr and Mrs. The MSU Women's Society will
Rollens,
and Mrs. Sharon Dun- Miss Nance, a well known Carter, Carlisle Cutchin, George
Ernest Madrey who was unable
can. Their gift to the honoree was baler in antiques, a gardener, Hart, J. I. Hosick, R. A. Johnston,
Mrs John Nance, vice chairman Mary Belle Overbey. Mrs. Robert have a business meeting at the The Ornithologists 4-H Club has
attend.
to
-and artist, has many interesting Jack Kennedy, B. B. Keys, E. A
a beautiful white lamp.
and Miss Rozella Henry, Scott gave _the invocation. University School auditorium at held meetings each week during
devotion with scripture
the past month with the first one The
secretary.
Games were played with prizes 2:xperiences that add luster to her Lundquist, L. E. Owen, Harr)
Luncheon tables and the dining 4:30 p.m.
being conducted at the home of reading from Psalms 23 and being won by Mrs. Paulette Life and those With whom she Sparks, 0. C. Wells; Misses
Retiring officers are Mrs. room were gay with spring
were given by Mrs. Delia
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madrey. prayer
Charles Hinds, presently vice flowers, lilac, dogwood and iris.
Edmondson an
s. Martha associates. Her earlier life in Cappie Beale and Roberta
The women of the Oaks A film on "Birds" was shown Graham. Mrs. Clifton Harrell Hale who presents themto
chairman and Mrs. Preston Mrs. Rue Beale, Louisville, a
the Memphis, Tenn. gave her op- Whitnah.
minutes and called the
Jones who has served two terms forrner member of the depart- Country Club will have their by Paul Winstead and Jerry read the
portunities of working on the
honoree.
ladies day golf at nine a.m. with Maupin of the Department of roll in the absence of the
as secretary.
ment was a guest.
Mrs. Lane opened her many daily paper and modeling clothes
secretary,
Mrs.
Graham
Feltner.
Members of the nominating Mrs. Christopher presided at Edith Garrison as hostess.
Fish and Wildlife. The film
lovely gifts from a table placed In in markets. She is an experienced
landscape notes were
committee were Mrs. Hinds, the business meeting and apfeatured birds in their natural The
the living room.
buyer in markets in Chicago and
Mrs. Brooks Moody.
For
Mrs. Robert Scott, and Mrs. Rolf-pointed Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Robert.
habitat and the commentary said given by
Refreshments' of cakes, Cokes, New York and has her own anAnnouncement of the open house
King. New officers will be in- Scott and Mrs. G. B. Scott to
that 261 species of birds have
nuts and mints were served from tique shop in the yard of her new
stalled at the May 3 general serve as a committee to in- The Stag Night activity at the been reported in Kentucky with at the Public Library on April 27 a beautifully arranged table.
French colonial, beige brick
vestigate possibilities for a Calloway County Country Club forty species remaining all year, was announced and the club will Twenty persons were present home.
meeting of the club,
cookies
furnish
for
the
tea.
proposed project for the will be held at the club with fifty-four species in the surruner,
or sent gifts.
The antiques displayed in the The Gamma Gamma Chapter
Tonruny Sanders as chairman. and eighteen species in the Mrs. J. C. Kemp presented
Mrs. Hinds introduced Mrs. Department.
Another delightful shower was meeting included a beaded bag, a if Beta Sigma Phi met at the
the meeting of the
Helen Hodges whose topic was Dr. Chapman reported that the
winter. The rest are migrating highlights GI
held in honor of Mrs. Lane at the hand bell used in school in 1876, 'same of Mrs. Jerry Duncan on
Kentucky Homemakers
"Spring." She presented two savings accounts of the group had
species that stay for only a short
Community Center with Mrs. sheep bells, golden bells for Tuesday, April 20, at sevenAssociation she attended in
excerpts from "The Tall been consolidated. Mrs. Jones. The Kick off coffee for lady ime, the VI report said.
Betty Dodd, Mrs. Sarah Ed- charm bracelets, a miniature thirty o'clock in the evening with
Lexington
le March.
Woman" by Mrs. Wilhia secretary, read names proposed golfers of the Calloway County
wards, Miss Becky Edwards, and mandolin made of tortois shell the meeting opened with the
Officers elected for the clut
Those present were Mesdames
Dykeman Stokely, which she will for membership which will be Country Club will be held at the were
Miss Carolyn Lamb as hostesses strung with .silver, china- spring rituals being given to the
Karen
Alexander,
review more fully at the public balloted upon at the next meeting club at nine a.m. All lady golfers wesident; Keith Covey, vice- P. H. Hendon,Thomas James, R. who presented the honoree with a wedgewood Royal Worchester, pledges of the chapter.
C. Scott, Brent Butterworth, beautiful
library on Tuesday afternoon at on May V. The president an- including the new members are president; Freddy
blanket and coffee pot. R. S. Prussia, Flow Blue, Rose Reports were given by the
Kemp,
Clifton Harrell, Alton Cole, Ken
.2:30 o'clock, at which time the nounced that articles destined for urged to attend.
Miss Becky Edwards kept the O'Neil, Dresden, Doulton; a officers and committee chairecretary; Danny Alexander,
author will be present for the General Club Bazaar on April
recreational leader; Mike Mc Stevens, Grace Covey, Delia register book from a table prayer wheel and a Gurkha knife men. The next social event is
autographing. Mrs. Hodges 30 should be brought to the
Donald, reporter. This meeting Graham, Paul Butterworth, covered with a white cloth and from India; books, cut glass, scheduled for April 26 at Union
Thursday, April 29
Brooks Moody, and J. C. Kemp.
placed the scene and time of the Clubhouse on April 29.
centered with a large bride doll. combs, and other interesting City. The Talent Show for April 24
Senior recital of Sherman was held at the Madrey home.
nest meeting will be held
was discussed.
Miss Sharon Coursey won the objects.
At two of the meetings the The
Cline, Owensboro, piano, will be
on Monday, May 17, at ten a.m. at
door prize.
at the recital hall, Fine Arts group has gone on a field trip
Mrs. Hortin read Jesse Stuart's The meeting was closed with
the Holiday Inn with Mrs. Alton
The honoree, attired in a lilac "Hold April" as an opening to the the ritual and Mizpah. RefreshBuilding, MSU, at eight p.m. No followed by a cookout and study
Mr and Mrs. Mike Thurmond, a.m. at the Murray-Calloway icharge.
Cole as hostess.
and white dress with a matching meeting. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, ments were served by Mrs.
period.
Hale's Trailer Court, Murray, County Hospital.
Fred Gillum, area extension
carnation corsage, opened her presided as secretary; Mrs. E. C. Duncan and Mrs. Willard Ails.
are the parents of a baby girl, The new father is employed by
many useful gifts from a table Jones gave the financial report. Attending the meeting were
agent
youth,
in
was
present
for,
Murray
Welcome Wagon
Melissa Gaye, weighing six the Murray Water and Sewer
Alls,
Duncan,
overlaid with a blue cloth.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie reported Mesdames
Newcomers' Club Third Annual the fourth meeting and heard
pounds four ounces, bore- on System.
PalinerHopkins, Robert Hopkins,
reports on "Birds" made by
Refreshments
on
civic
of
activities.
punch,
cake,
Cards
were
Dessert
Card
will
Party
be
held
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and Mrs.
. Saturday, April 24, at 5:25 p.m. at
GiVen
nuts, andmints were served from sent to sick members—Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Larry
members. Thee reports will the
be
the Murray-Calloway County Riley Jones of Benton Route Five at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
a
completed
table overlaid with a blue and Jesse Roane who is in the hospital Overbey, Wallace Parkin, Ellis
in
summer
the
and Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Anderson Woman's Club House. Guest
- - Hospital.
white cloth and centered with an here; and to Mrs. Clyde Downs Perry, Gary Smotherman, Ed
Rlaced for judging.
They have one son, Dennis sf Murray Route-One. Mrs. Ethel •
their own cards or game.
Miss Pat Butler, bride-elect of arrangement of blue flowers and who is convalescing from Thomas, Gary Burkeen, Terry
• Mitchell, age four. The father is Norsworthy of Benton Route Ticket-stub drawing tor door
Turner, Dan Wall, John Paul
Ronnie Kimbro, was com- matching candle sticks. Miss surgery.
• employed by the Murray Water Three is a great grandmother. prizes. Call 753-3116 or 753-9754
plimented with a bridal shower Carolyn Lamb and Miss Becky
Garden flowers in two Fleming, Jimmy Nix, Gene
'and Sewer System.
for tickets which are one dollar
held at the Kirlosey School Edwards served at the refresh- arrangements were attractive in Stiles, and Misses Frances
Grandparents are Ed Thur. Mr. and Mrs. John Knight of each.
lunchroom on Friday, April 23, at ment table.
the hall and in the living room. Armstrong and Rita Farris.
idaiond of Murray and Mr. and 416 South 10th Street, Murray,
six-thirty o'clock in the evening. Approximately twenty-five
'Mrs. Rex Humphrey of Benton are the parents of a baby boy, The Wranglers Riding Club will
The gracious hostesses for the persons were pregent or sent
Route Three.
John Trevor, weighing eight have a supper and work night at
occasion were Mrs. Dwight gifts. ---- Great grandparents are Mr. pounds one ounce, born on the ring at six p.m.
The home of Mrs. Ruth Daugts Watson, Mrs. Jerry Butler, Mrs.
t and Mrs. L. F. Thurmond of Sunday, April 25, at 2:23 a.m. at
lay in Sherwood Forrest was the Larry Wayne Butler, and Mrs.
Murray, Mrs. Noncetta Gephart the Murray-Calloway County
Friday. April 30
scene of the meeting of the Ricky Butler.
'of Indianapolis , Ind., Mrs. H. B. Hospital.
The Murray Woman's Club will Progressive Homemakers Clut
For the event the honoree
:Humphrey of Benton Route The new father is employed at have a bazaar atthe club house
held on Tuesday, April 20, at chose to wear a lavender pant
. Three, and Rufus Rule of the Joe Todd Motor Sales.
starting at 1030 a.m. The public seven o' clock in the evening.
suit and was presented a
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. is urged to attend.
Mrs. Janet 'Robertson,
hostesses' gift corsage of white
Cecil Knight of Almo and Mr. and
president, presided and Mrs straw daisies
• Davita Kay is the name chosen Mrs. W B. Cole of Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Demona Allbritten of New
A Donkey ballgame will be ,;len Richerson gave the
Mrs. Carmen Butler and Mrs
Downtown Murray
• by Mr. and Mrs. David Waldrop
Concord
was honored with a
'devotion.
bold at the Hazel Elementary
The roil can was oy Euel Kimbro, mother anc
trtof Hazel Route One for their baby
surprise
birthday
party
held
on
weighing seven pounds 52 Mr. and Mrs. Tim Ginn of School at eight p.m., sponsored 'Mrs. Bobby Allen with eaci mother-in-law respectively of the Saturday, April 17, at the home of
inces, born on Saturday, April Hazel announce the birth of a by the school. Advanced tickets r member answering with a wort bride-elect, also had corsages of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Allbritten.
014, at three p.m. at the Murray- baby girl, Timmie Renee', are 50 and 75 cents and gate lof great meaning. Mrs. Daugh straw daisies, gifts -44,- the The celebration was for her 67th
1 day gave the treasurer's report hostesses.
:: Calloway County Hospital.
weighing five pounds fourteen tickets are 75 and $1.00.
birthday.
Plans were made for a usec
Games were played with t*
The father is employed as a dunces, born on Sunday, April 25,
A buffet supper was served
Saturday, May
clothing
and
recipients
household
prizes
beint
the
of
sale. Mrs
,...„brick mason with the Mahan at 4:03 a.m. at the Murray.
The West Kentucky Hor- Cedric Paschall reported on the Miss Renee Butler, who with each family bring a dish.
.-.!'Construction Company.
Calloway County Hospital.
(HURRY—SALE ENDS MAY 8TH)
seman's Association will have a
nual day held March 19.. presented them to the honoree. The coconut cake with the words,
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Their other children are
"Happy 67th Birthday", on it
horse show at the Livingston Workers to help in the exhibits at
Refreshments
of
punch,
cake,
•- •,J. D. Waldrop of Hazel Route One Natalie Walker. age seven. and
Berline
Riding Club at Burna at the Murray-Calloway County nuts, and mints were served from was made by Mrs.
,and Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Tracey Walker, age three The County
Allbritten
two p.m.
Fair were announced.
the table centered with an art,putland of Murray. rest grand- father is employed as a brick
Appointed to the nominating tificial arrangement of daisies in The guests sang, "Happy
..'-parents are Mr. and Mrs. A. C. mason for the Mahan ConBirthday" as Mrs. Allbritten
committee
A
were Mrs. Glen the form of a potted plant.
Fiddlers
Contest will be held
Waldrop of Farmington Route struction Company.
entered. She was very much
attending,
not
One and C. J. McKinney of Paternal grandparents are at the Faxon School at eight p.m Richerson, Mrs. Jane Blair, Mrs. Others
Linda Cooper, and Mrs. Glenda previously mentioned, were Mrs. surprised and delighted.
Murray.
Mrs. J. C. Mahan of Murray with a chili supper to begin at
Those atten, i4 were Mr. and
Hill.
Dorothy Majors, Miss Lani
Route Five and Joe Ginn of seven p.m., sponsored by the
Mrs. Cha s Allbritten and
The
lesson "Drug Abige and Majors, Mrs. Dorothy Collie,
A baby boy, Jody Barton, Madisonville, and the maternal Faxon Mothers Club.
Misuse" was presented by Mrs. Mrs. Mike Butler, and Miss Mary childryr, Michael, Beverly,
weighing eight pounds 4ks oun- grandfather is C. A. Myers of
Marty; Mitchell, Belinda, and
Jane Blair. An open discussion on Lee Riley.
ces. was born to Mr. and Mrs. Hopkinsville. A great grandSunday, May 2
Buddy, Ronnie Allbritten, R.C.
.he
subject
Unable
to
was held by the
attend but sending
Barton Jones of Kirksey Route mother is Mrs. Wilson P'Pool of
The Chorus of the Music -n
embers.
gifts were Miss Tammy Turner, Allbritten, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
...One on Saturday, April 24, at 4:72 Cerulean.
Department cd the Murray
The recreational period was Mesdames Eldridge Swift, Ohs Elkins and children, Felecia and
Woman's Club will have a
sanducted by Mrs. Ruth -1?augh- Beach, Gardie Turner, O.L. Susie, Mr. and Mrs. Vurion
rehearsal at the home of Mrs. Joe
lay and Mrs. Janet Robertson. Cain, Refus Tabers, Robert Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Prince, 902 South 17th Street, at
The crafts were explained by Butler, Jim Kelly, Jimmy Collie, Elkins, Teresa and Laura Win2:30 p.m.
chester, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mrs Daughday
Randal Collie, Harold Turner, Burkeen
REG. 18.99
and sons, Jimmy and
Refreshments
Comfortable stretch wig of 100%
were served by and Wayne Turner.
Monday, May 3
Johnny,
Jim
Shaffer,
Marsha
Kanekelon,
lie hostess to twelve members
fashionably styled on
Ladies Steak Night will be held
Conley, the honoree, and the
styro head Beautiful wash '11 wear
and three visitors, Mrs. Ron
shades of Blonde, Brown, Red, Dark'
at the Oaks Country Club at 6:30
hosts.
Daughday,
Mrs.
irunette, and Frosteds.
Donald
p.m. Each person is to bring her
Crawford, and Mrs. Larry Contri.
own steak and other food will be
The next meeting will be held
furnished by the hostesses. The
on Tuesday, June 1. at the home
person.
per
dollar
charge
is
one
TO MOM WITH
of Mrs. Bobby Wilson. This will The prize winners at Ladies
Make reservations by May 1 with
LOVE . . . •
be a supper meeting.
Day Bridge held Wednesday,
Mesdames Don Grogan 753-1365,
April 21, at Calloway County
E.C. Wallin 753-4782, Bruce
Country Club, were Mrs. John
Thomas 753-9442, or Jim Bryan
Terrell, high; and Mrs. Castle
753-8280
The Creative Arts Depa
Parker, second high.
Awards were , made at the of the Murray Woman's-CI
The Murray Woman's Club will
Monday morning, App&
FRESH AND FEMININE.
have its general meeting at the The Busy Bees 4-H Club met luncheon by the bridge hostesses:
o'clock. Mrs. Ken Adams,
9:30
Howard
Titswortli
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
dub house at six p.m Officers ecently with Renee Bolen,
chairman, presided at the
will be installed and the Theta president, presiding, who led in Stanford Henderickson
business meeting.
Departments will be the pledge to the flag. Chuck The next bridge session will be
and Ka
Wednesday,
May
12,
at
nine
held
Harrison,
The new officers for the club
hostesses.
vice-president.- gave
the 4-H pledge.
a.m.
year, 1971-72, are Mrs. A.W.
RM.-n99
William Tobey, secretary,
Russell, chairman, Mrs. Dan
100% Kancholon, pre styled using
called the roll, and Kevin ,
stretch cap that conforms to all
Harrell, vice-chairman, Mrs.
head sires and contours Just wash
Scruggs, treasurer, gave his
John Thompson, secretary, Mrs.
wear' Shades of Blonde, Red,
report. Other officers are Renee
R\
bert Hopkins. treasurer
Brown, Block, and frosted'
yes, you may freeze but...
Toby, reporter. Pam Todd,1
and it will still maintain
songleader, Kim Smith, game ter
its quality for two months,
The Department will have a
The Alpha Chi chapter of leader, and Janet TowerY, according to the U S De- brunch on Monday. May 10, at
Sigma Sigma Sigma celebrated refreshments. Adult leaders are partment of Agriculture. 9:30 in the morning. This will be
ON
their seventy-third birthday Mrs. Lee Bolen, Mrs. Cecil Like, A few days' supply of butter the final meeting for the year.
and Mrs. Charlie Harrison.
should be stored in the regROBES, DUSTERS,
Friday night
.Reports were given by Renee ular section of your refrigGOWNS & LOUNGEWEAR
Members are asked to bring
A banquet honoring parents Bolen, "How the 4-H Club Is erator It may be removed
any
needle work, art work or
,,FGULARLY $1.99 THRU 799
minutes
Started";
15
to
Kim
Was held at the Holiday Inn to
Smith on "Air 10
before use
craft that they have completed
start the evening. Past president Pollution"; Chuck Harrison'on for easy spread'hi I t y
during this year to this social
rig and shorty gowns, lounging
Nancy Gotieen served as toast- "Drug Problems", Kevin'
,lattair; robes and the new peameeting-. Hostesses for the
Scruggs
on
Recognition
mistress.
"What
was made
Is The 4-H
•.t/proirie fashions
daintily
brunch will be. Mrs. Macon
of those who had received awards Club";
mmed with toce ond embro.
William
Toby,
Blankenship, Mrs. Ray Sinclair,
Sizes S.M.L. in o coo
throughout the year and Nancy "Pollution".
The lentil is an oldsel of pastels
Mrs Paul Heise, and Mrs. Ben
f:oheen was named "Vutstanding
world legume that is diso
Trevathan
-Sigma "
I
shaped and about the size
..oiEsA8ER MOM'S DAY
right Ir....
REG 18 99
II,. iwrikage. III litii.kiii
SUNDAY, MAY 9
of a pea Dating back thou
A super fashion sir, t..h wig of 100'o
Following the banquet a dance -1. wo. Mid gT•Vte•
AND JUST SAY
sands of years lentils were *ei Hot refreshments of ham and
mill
Dyne,
in lengths of 2 to 4 inches
'CHARGE IT. AT CATO'S'
was held at the Calloway County 11111/1rf 1•111.16INg.
perhaps the tuict of the biscuits were served
Just
wash 'n weir
110 styling
Monday
convenience foods With no morning by
country (lub for Sigmas and
needed'
Black, Off Mack, Dark
the hostesses, Mrs.
%if,
Brown, and Auburn
coddling at all th.,‘ cook in Don
Downtown Murray
their dates Several alumni were
Hunter and Mrs Jack Beale
fir.i ‘111.1111111 II,
.1., I ,
fla
puffed ten& rnf Sc
;also in attendanCe.
• JUST SAY "CHARGE IT- AT
Kennedy
pop.
CATO'S
mel • half Ilion.
Officers for the coming year
were elected by Alpha Department members of Murray
,.Woman's Club at their luncheon
.
staieeting held Saturday at the

Ornithologists 4-H
Club Holds Meets
In Past Month

Mrs. Jerry Duncan
Hostess
Meet
Sorority Chapter

FBIRTHSJ

Bridal Shower Is
In Honor
Miss Pat Butler

Daughday Home Is
Scene Progressive
'Homemakers Meet

Mrs. Allbritten Is
Honored At Dinner
On 67th 'Birthday

Cab's

WIG SALE!

Busy Bees Four-H
Club Holds Meet

Prize Winners Are
Named At Calloway Mrs. Russell Is .
Elected Chairman
Of Creative Arts

5.77

FOR

MOTHER

DAY

15% OFF

SigmkSigma Sigma
Has BAlquet For
73rd Bitthday

Freeze butter

21.77

Try lentils

15.77

vir

.
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'Antiques"
II Home

Store Hours:
7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

ved strawberry
kies.
, Louisville, and
y, were guests.
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Prices
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Duncan
r Meet
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as closed with
apah. Refreshved by Mrs.
Willard Ails.
meeting were
Duncan,
is,
bent Hopkins,
sbitt, Larry
Parkin, Ellis
otherman, Ed
urkeen, Terry
11, John Paul
y Nix, Gene
Frances
ta Farris.
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Serve a siuling sirloin steak, and then watch
smiles of satisfaction because this steak is so
tasty . . . tempting.. and tender.

.

-..
li.

F\ZE_E,9

'
4)
(
ilymy
\c--4

O

\ i..,„7

BROIL

,

..
_,

S1RLON
STEAK 99; sTEAK
Make a date with a steak ... a Prollrn Beef Rib
Steak . .. and you'll dine with style. Individual
Prolicri Beef Rib Steaks are delightfully tender
and you'll savor the flavor.

and
ROU N D

"" RIB

AM
Ground
'A Pork
k Portion
Beeft.49;
Loin 59; Shan
Butt -Portion

. Bacon
49;
lb.

PIZZAS

TOTINO ...

ib.49c

* PRODUCE*

00
FROSTY ACRES 1% lb. 3/S 1
2 •pack 3/5 1 oo
15 oz.

69c

SUGAR -PRUNE
COOKIES WAFERS
JUICE

DOG
FOOD

/$100
9',2/

16 oz

42c
10 lb. 49C
. 12 oz. 191

FOOD CRAFT
SWEET

VVAGNERS

TONY

LADY BETTY

lb-

BANANAS
TOMATOES 6 PACK
POTATOES RED OR WHITE
SLAW FRESH

12 oz. 3/5 1 00

.... . .

FLAVOR KIST

NABISCO
- OATMEAL DATE

lb.39g

lb.

ORANGE JUICE FROSTY ACRE
SHOE STRING POTATOES
BANQUET

fields Snibleck

sliced into chops

pure

.emge mild cure sliced

PIE SHELLS

;
9
ib.8
STEAK

lb $ 1 1 9

lb.

er:tdea itt7uonntroynsfrilesd aa7idungsorymemnamne,ss
l
sRmoo
dream. Treat your family to ProTirm Beef
Round Steak. It will be fork tender, luscious,
a ckeam come true!

* FROZEN FOODS *

8TH)

Good Thru Tuesday, May 4th

.

ndance included
Mesdames John
d Dixon, W. Z
Cutchin, George
, R. A. Johnston,
. B. Keys, E. A.
• Owen, Harry
Wells; Misses
and Roberta

amma Chapter
met at the
rry Duncan on
at seven20
e evening with
ned with the
g given to the
apter.
given by the
sttee chairial event is
nil 26 at Union
w for April 24
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ORANGE PICKLES
DRINK

DEL MONTE

REALEMON

CATSUP

LEMON
JUICE

25t
55t
49t
29t
49t
lot
PEACW.
, HALV
X
HTE
RIC
PLE
EAP
PIN
Y
'BAB
ES'
EE
'FOOD
JELLIES COFF
SHORTENING
JUICE
39; 3/89'
69; _4 ,
69t
Aluminum - THRILL BOLD
f
OR
tti
ghe
Spa
'TOWELS NAPKINS
Foil
Macaroni
85$
$
43
5
2
2
;
45t
29'
8 oz.

31; oz..,

Qt

8 oz.

Qt.

Qt.

Qt

SACREMENTO

DOLE

OLD JUDGE

KRAFT

GERBER
STRAINED

APPLE-BLEND

"-- Can

77

t

18 oz.

BOUNTY

7 oz

160 ct

2 Pack

-:-PEPSI

or

16 oz. 8 Pack

•

9;

20c- 1

- .,:„.-..........j
120— ;.......
with this coupon when

%.

you buy

6 - - ." , -

A -

MAXWELL HOUSE
JOHNSON'S

Style

.:

,

0 •

694;

PEANUT BUTTER
28 oz.

— It' 1 i i a oi
crTgigc-70-riNSO-1)
200
.

E---I SAVE 20C
on 3 oz. •size

CORN E

7,.' -,77F-E

9

Pride Of
Illinois
White Cream

..,

,, . . .
NESTEA
Instant

'."1

A

•

/
t
Ar
,2 JAR ONLY
\62
-;...,..;...../7-ne.,
'ao‘
-4res . 5.15.71
-- . 303 Can19,
F:77.776"rf er ... xp
.14-DOn.per .

BUSH

BIG TOP

_FASWEET

200;1 1 1

QFF1E0R0°E/°XPTIREEAs

6-16-1T---t4111

'c‘=4
LI7:
Family oi

Qc 200

DETERGENT

Giant

Giant

IP

18"x25'

ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER

7-up

DISHWASHING
DETERGENT

ALCOA HEAVY DUTY

RED CROSS

CHARMIN
;FAMILY

'

43'4 Oz

3 lb

1 1h

BAKED BEANS'

9;

FREE
1 DOZ.
COUNTRY

EGGS

16 oz.

ANAAAA,COUPON •
!")c . SAVE I Oc
•' =
;
I

With 12 or. Jar Can

)
. At

JOHNSONS

WITH A '5'
1
PURCSASE
EXCLUDING
DAIRY & TOBACCO 41(%
4,0'irt.
PRODUCTS

E2P11-1.

. ,, • •
1 rk te''

›

.-.-• 4
ir411„

utair

4j

5-15-71

10c

a
.:••••••
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Open TV broadcasting
of sports_events urged
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
The TV boxing fan who could
not afford to pay from $10 to 630
.to watch the much ballyhooed
between
jight
world
heavyweight champion Joe
Vrazier and Muhammad Ali is
finding allies in Congress who
question the legality and
:propriety of bans against
commercial televising of such
bouts.
But, short of a legislative
miracle, the chances are slim
that anything can be done to
;calm the nerves of the man who
-likes to sit in his easy chair with
-a glass of beer and some potato
chips and watch the Big Fight
for free.
- As reported earlier by Copley
News Service, the trend is in
the reverse direction: more
-pay television that could encompass the World Series and
the Super Bowl football games
the years ahead.
There is a aimple, single
factor involved: money. No one
outside of Jack Kent Cooke and
.a few of his henchmen probably'
will ever know exactly how
much loot was accumulated
from the closed-circuit telecast
of the Frazier-AL fight, but
there are estimates rangipg
rom 620 million to $30 million.
Since professional athletics
not come under the category
I business, and thus are not
ubject to antitrust law, there
absolutely nothing that can
done now to prevent such
conomic• adventures. That
for the Indianapolis 500
to race and other events.
But Rep. Lionel Vali Deerhn,
alit.. ranking member of
t
he
n House Commerce submm Mee
on
Corn.
unications.
believes
gressional action to permit

Ss
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South Vietnamese Presidential TV CAMEOS: iia,io Thomas
Hopefuls Start Campaigns Early"That Girl"

01

Ends, Reruns Next Season

By MARGARET A. KILGORE the outside will have to end
By SILL DUNN
SAIGON (UPI)—The South aggression, and the CommuALTHOUGH Mario Thomas grew up being
Vietnamese presidential eke- nists inside--guerrillas
and the daughter of one of Hollywood's big star
open broadcasting of major events. Indeed, the Super Bow) tion still is six months away, agents—will be destroyed com- and had theatrical greats for friends, she hersports events is •'virtually has just about priced itself out but the most likely contenders pletely
self had little interest in pursuing a stage cacertain" — especially because of the television market with *treacly are trying to provide a Ky, long and advocate of reer. While in high school and college. she dtamis•sed the theater iirtavor of becoming,a-teachof the blackout of the March $200.0013 per nunute price ta
hoice, not an echo.
Invading North Vietnam, said in
for conunercials. Professional
heavyweight brawl.
'No one has announced hla Saigon April 18, "There is only et. "I was fascinated with teaching." So much
so that MarlojnOtigesi—iin education at USC.
Others. in and out of network TV football rights alone cost $53 candidacy formally. But
it IS one way to end the war ); a
It was in her final year that pretty Mario
television, may be skeptical million in 1970. and that doesn't expected that President
Nguyeil political solution or an agree- Thomas wrote a papeLansettied,•"Applying Actabout such a possibility but Van count $12 million the American Van Thieu will seek
re-election ment. Both parts of Vietnam ing to Teaching ' She proceeded under the
Broadcasting Co. paid for the
Deerlin puts it this way .
to a second four-year term. His must stop the war, rebuild the logical assumption that teaching and producing
•.The rationale for exempting rights to telecast 35 National
most likely opponents will be country We are not going to a play had many thing in common. In both
pro baseball and football from Collegiate Athletic Association
his
flamboyant vice president, fight and kill each other cases the immediate goat was to properly -ingames.
provisions of the Sherman and
Nguyen
Cao Ky, and Gen. forever. The question is how to terpret' the material for subsequent presentaThings are going to get more
Clayton antitrust acts is that,
tion to the class or
Duong
Van
"Big" Minh. hero of reach an agreement to stop the tidek to Matlo markedaudience. The paper came
unlike other
businesses, expensiva-next year, at a time
with an A and the teachthe pints - is‘. most acute the 1963 coup which overthrew war
because they are supposedly
er's comment. -Why don't you become an acpart of the public domain, economically. in the com= the late Ngo Dinh Diem.
tress.
That's
behind-the-scenes
what
you want to be."
The
• • •
The issues, as . might be maneuvering at this point is
anion4 other privileges, the inertial television industry.
When
NATURALLY
the federal Cc:an- expected, are how to end the considerable. Slates are being
enough Marto Thomas was
exem ons allow club owners
munications Commission Indochina War, and the necessi- discussed for the making' pleased with her A paper, but at the same time
to bl
out local television
banned cigarette advertising, ty for domestic reform. But the: assembly election to be held in she recalls being unsettled by the professor's
areas when their teams are
written observation. Assuming that his appraisthe networks lost an average of approaches differ.
playing at home."
August. The outcome of the al might be Correct, Mario wondered if her earl10 per cent in revenue.
What can be done to change
Thieu and Ky, partly because
house election could well ier disinterest had just been a reaction of deTo the TV viewer who looks of the recent Laotian campaign lower
the situation'
influence votes in the Oct. 3 fense to all she had been exposed to throughout
on television as the land of milk and partly because of
Van
Deerlin
suggests
genuine presidential election, particular- her life as the daughter of Danny Thomas. Deand honey, that may not seem disagreement,
legislation that would restrict
have done 90- ly among the important Bud- ciding she would never know unless she tried
like much. But to the scores of
permission to hold an event to
acting herself. Mario by-passed the classroom
degree turns in recent weeks on dhist and Catholic blocs.
people in network news and
promoters making the highest
on her way to the stage.
handling the war.
notable
entry
in
the
Most
bid to public networks for
public relations departments
A few USC football seasons came and went
Essentially, Thieu at present assembly race is expected to be before Mario
who were chopped off — often
broadcast rights.
Thomas landed in the now sucis
advocating
a
military
victoTran Van Don, a well known ('essful -That Girl" series. In the. beginning
without regard to talent — it
As for attempts to restrict
ry.
Ky
prefers
a political and respected opposition figure Danny Thomas deferred to his daughter's theringside radio news reporting
was a bitter blow.
of the Ali-Frazier fight, Van
In other words, the networks solution. Mirth wants peaceful in Vietnam and a former atrical wishes, advising her only to work her'
Deerlin said those involved
cannot afford to pay for the coexistence, although not a senator. The presidential candi- hardest From that point. Mario spent two years
were "fast buck fellows . .
super sports events when coalition, with hhe Communists. dates also must decide on studying acting with Sanford Meisner. SumPresident Thieu, concerned running mates before the mer stock and work in various California theaWhat assurance do we have
closed-circuit television is
ters followed.
that the promoters of such
available as a means of raising about the questionable success campaign filing deadline' in
• • •
popular events as the Super
of the Laotian operation and July.
the ante for them.
THE BIG BREAK tame after Mario had done
Bowl and World Series will not
The only law that could the need to show muscle during United States involvement in a number of guest roles on television. Auditionbe similarly tempted?"
restrict pro sports promoters the U.S. troop withdrawal, has the election will be unofficially ing for Mike Nichols arid "Barefoot in the
The congressman from San
would be one placing them grown increasingly hawkish in oblique and officially silent. Park.- Mario Won the part and soon after joined
the London company under the direction of Dick
Diego did not answer his own
under provisions of the an- his attitude.
However, U.S. officials are
rhetorical question, nor did he
titrust law and making them
He pledged that his troops watching the probable lineup Benjamin. Tile combination was a perfect one.
"Barefoot in the Park ' had a good run in Picahave to. And despite the logic of
subject to all the legal will retain the initiative in
his proposal for legislative
restrictions corporations., must Indochina "until the day the closely and are known to dilly and Mario received good notices from the
demanding London critics
controls,there is little reasan to
abide by. This would have the Communist aggressors from approve the present contenders. One
good thing Id to the next During her
expect such a law would help
effect of restricting telecasts of
stay in England. Mario got word that ABC had
the viewer at home get free
spurts events over the public
Tally
New_ Truck
bought the series, "That Girl," for their next
airwaves, and bring some
access - to something transVi ASHINGTON — Ihe
season In the five years since then, the series
reason into the economics of
mitted ±iver the airwaves.
has won a loyal following and brought Mario
Nanon7s trucking industry
It is impossible for any of the
athletics.
April 23, 1971
to theatrical prominence.
now buys alx)ut two million
In the lead role of Ann Marie t "That Girl"),
major networks — CBS. NBC
It may not happen tomo'rrow.
new trucks and trailers each
Mario plays a young and hopeful actress on her
and ABC —. to approach the
But the sports'fan in the living ADk.ILTS 99
year. Registrations of new
own in Nea York-City. She admits that the
money available to promoters
el311111 May see the day come
units in 1969 totaled 1
casting was perfect. "I originally was 'That
for .closed-circuit television
when it does.
8 2 truCks of all kinds and
NURSERY 11
•' The past fee years' association with the
1 71.789 trailers,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Hospital Report

Wildflower Weekend Set
At Natural Bridge Park

Baby Girl Sellars
Mn,
Marcella Sellars), 1010 So. 6th,
Mayfield, Baby Boy Butts (Mrs.
Mary Sue Butts). Route 5,
Benton.
DISMISSALS

2,000 SPOUT OFF AT FOUNTAIN—San Francisco citizens walk through, sit aiound
and take part in the monumental and controversial Embarcadero Plaza
fountain, a
$600,000 jumble of white concrete weighing 710 tons with water spraying
and
flowing through at the'rate of 30.000 gallons a minute. A crowd of 2,000
passed out
literature labeling, the fountain a "loathsome monstrosity." The work was
designed,.
hv Montreal sculptor Armand Vaillancoart.

l'AtiF

Mrs. Mary Lucille Riley, lioute
Mayfield. Mrs. Louise .;
Paschall, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs
Judy Mae Latimer. 800 Sunny
In., Murray, Mrs. Bennie Lee
) Cushman. New Concord, Fred
Taylor Lee, Hale's Trailer Ct., 19,
Murray, Mrs Janice Fay Cathey,
Route 2, Murray, Virgil Lee
Turner, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Blondavene Zona Cook dr Baby
Girl, Route 1, Hazel,Mrs. Rita
Chambers & Baby Girl, Route 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Carla Jean
West, 1618 Mandeville, New
Orleans, La . Cordies Evans Fox.
Route 1, Hazel, HenryBoyd, 809
oldwater Rd., Murray,Mose
ugh Thompson,516 No, 13th St..
Murray, Riley C. Crawford, Kr)
North 5th, Murray, Mrs.
:ffie ,Futrell Dixon, Route 1,
urray, and Mrs. Vadie Reba
arrish, Route 3, Murray

LEXINGTON,
KY. ---A
comprehensive program
designed to stimulate a greater
interest, appreciation, and understanding of the natural
wonders of the Red River- Gorge
area in Wolfe and Powell counties
has been scheduled at Natural
Bridge State Park for the
weekend of April 30-May 2
This event, hosted by Bruce
Poundstone and Carl Clark of the
University of Kentucky, will
feature extensive hiking trips
through the area to observe the
many natural arches and spt mg
wildflowers which will be at their
blooming peak at this time.
In addition, there will be
numerous color slides lectures
and reviews on the natural and
geological history of the region
with special emphasis on wildflowers which lend so much
enchantment, not only to the
gorge area, but also to the whole
of Eastern Kentucky.
While this event is ob agenda as

a hiking activity of the Ken,
tuckiana Trail Blazers
of
Lexington, Dr Clark said the
public is invited to participate,
especially that segment that
would like tc, luiow more about
the n tural history of the Red
River Gorge area and to become
associated with the hiking group
which has a membership- of
around 100 outdoor lovers and
conservationists.
Although aecomodations at the
Park have been closed except to
those who will path( ipate on the
programs, Dr Clark said there
will be nothing to hinder anyone
intefested from coming and
spending the days with the group
on the bikes arid tours and
diScoverin the magic of walking
in the out
s
The progr
will begin at
Hemlock
I •.ge,
Edda
evenking, April I, Dr. Clark
said, with a slide piXesentation of
the arches, rocktiou_se,caves, and
pinnacles, of the regi

WE I
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Mario Thomas, star of ABC-TV's "That Girl," reveals that she had planned to become a teacher
until she discovered her true vocation was acting.

series "has been the best experience of my life."
But she now feels that the story possibilities
of a girl in New York have just about been exhausted. And she prefers to end now rather than
resort to repetitious material.
Although the series completed production,
ABC assures that first-run episodes will be
broadcast through this season with reruns to
be shown daily for the next three years. As for
the show's star Mario is eager to try other
roles. "I want to play all types of women."
With just that in mind, Mario starred in the
recent film. "Jenny," getting away from the
independence and self-sufficiency of -That Girl"
to play a more passive and docile character.
Her second film, "Sad Nun at Synanon,'' begins
production this spring
• • •
ASKED IF there were any plans to du a play
in New York or return to the London stage,
Mario said after seeing "Company" on Broadway, -I'd love to be up there." But she continued, "The word 'plans' doesn't mean anything. I'm only interested in material, not where
it takes me. I'll follow the script." Right now
though. a brief vacation is planned before „paining the set of "Sad Nut, at Synanon "
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GALE DRIVES GREEK VESSEL AGROUND —Carrying a
cargo of more than a million cigaiettes, the Greek-

1:71

owned, 500-ton vessel Popi was driven agiound on Conlin° Island, northwest of. Mlta, by gales lashing the
Mediterranean. Crew menthe can be seen on share.
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Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m. 7 Days a
Week for Your Shopping Convenience
WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
* AT LIBERTY WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF *

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Southside Shopping Center

WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS — DOUBLE TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Murray, Kentucky

SACRAMENTO

BLADECCUTk Roast AS;
PEACHES 3 89kRtiU
39:
CS
PICNI
cheermc DRINKS
ST
EA
BR
In Heavy
Syrup

44' lara Lynn

ALL REG. SIZE

I

GT. SIZE

1-lb box

SMOKED

25C

CRACKERS
Ros

P/FARM

LAYER
"That Girl," roam, a toad**
tion was actin%
ce of my life.4
ry possibilities
about been exow rather than
ed productio4
isodes will be'
ith reruns to
years. As for
to try otheet
s of women."
starred in the
way from the
of That Girl"
Be character.

CAKE E.19c
KING SIZE

EL

SAYE &

61C

6-Bott.
Ctns.
twit Cow)
MISS LIBERTY BROWN 'N SERVE

to do a play
London stage,
y" on Broad.
But she con't mean anylel, not where
t." Right now
before join-

on "

;
e
FOODig

DOG

Sacramento Tomato

ROLLS

3

JUICE

46-oz. $
cans
180 ct. pkg.

,
NAPKINS

OLEO 5 ibssal

STEAK

Pound

33C

lb 89C

4 PORK

U.S. INSPECTED WHOLE

Pkg. of 12190.

nanon," begins

CATFISH

Pound

Cornet Paper

YELLOW
SOLID

49;
FRYERS
25

FRESH

LOIN

lb

55c

BY-THE-PIECE

SLAB

BACON lb.29c

•

GERBER'S Sttained

49;
BABY FOOD 9; HAMBURGER lh.
59_,
BACON
SALMON'73;
LIMIT 10

434-oz. Jar

Armour's

tiodux cm cif

,55C

DmINL7

a

FLOUR

"
b-lb.bag $1

BISCUITS

5;

b
MACKEREL 4 c:s$100

PLANTATIONLIMIT 4

arrying a
he Greeknd on Coashing the
on shore

PORK BRAINS

MU 11A10

MU

Pineapple Juice

BONELESS PAP w

FRESH

KOSHER
9c
.;
PNITTATO—CHIPS ;14
'

Sliced
Tray
Pack

m. 39C

SLICED
BEEF LIVER'

lb.

c
49

SMOKEDMS
TENDERA
H

Miss.Liberty

SIRLOIN TIP
FRESH
NECK BONES

65,
Butt Por.

Shank Portion

554

lb.
Pound Size

e

lb

c
19

SMOKED

,PORK CHOPS

89t

rime
MIRACLE WHIP4O'lkoUND STEAK,98;

0

Miss Wisconsin 3i3 cans

46-oz. cam

ORANGE

PORK & BEANS
9 300canssize $100
Lipton's

TEA

12 oz cat

1/4-lb box

39c

ea

1
SUGAR 1blaelb 8r1
with this coupon and
17.50 or more add.
purchase
1(lob. & dairy prod. exc.)
I gVOID AFTER MAY Ott L

ICE

MILK

uomoNs

Doz.

2;

211

COFFEE

Old Judge
pound can

bag

SLUED

;
D DO —NUTS

4”

791BANANAS

•

•

ONIONS 25c
11121

GREEN ONIONS
2 Bnchs 15c
CELLO

ITYEAM
V
!ACIENELCI

1/2 gal.

3 lb bag

YELLOW

1/2 gal.

FESTIVAL

L Liberty Coupon I
GODCHAUX

FROSTY ACRES

center cuts

THIN SINNED

pkg. of 2

MORTON

TURNER'S

AO`

Fit FRIES 35c
PIE SHELLS 35c
CREAM PIES 29c
59c
PEAS 3 $1m

9;

JUICE

2-11). Bag

GARDEN DELIGHT

SEALO SWEET

PEAS 7/9
Crest Top

7'

37t

RADISHES
2/15cL
Liberty Coupon
ALL REG. SIZE26-bet

cms.
RINKS
[
with this coupon
and 17.50 or more add
ft.,: purchase.
Job. & dairy prod. exc.).
I v1010 AFTER MAY 4th

Golden Ripe

69c

1
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'...•ountries enjoy mountaui dancing-some to eatch and some IC
participate.
Richard Jett directs the square dancing and calls the sets to
nusic from a record player. Somettmes there are musicians who
osang along a fiddle, banjo or guitar.

-disc S et'

A native of Breathitt County, the director grew up in an area
:hat still danced the sets as did ancestors in the British Iseles. He
lid not become a dance caller, however, until the early 1950':
'then he heard veteran caller Ralph Cade of Prince George:
County, Maryland. When Case is able he comes from the East tc
iarticipate in a square dance contest. Recently his son has been
'tiling in. Case's friendship has been an inspiration to the dance
!railer who grew up on Puncheon creek in Kentucky.

It's Time To Swing Your Partner Round and Round
By Helen Price Stacy
Sn1.

WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-The "Bully Gully," Blame It On the
t, Boss Nova" and "Salty Dog Rag" might not *em a part of Appalachian-style square dancing, but at Natural Bridge State
Resort Park in Powell County they are particularly when on
May 8 dancing under the stars on Hoedown Island gets underway
for the season.
Even without the traditional dances of the mountains of Kentuclry, the beauty of this Eastern Kentucky resort park can cast a
ell on you. If you've visited the park during your childhood,
2:enjoyed a picnic under the hemlocks or a swim in the lake when
-• the bottom was a foot or more of oozy mud-it's a part of
memories that bring you back.
Those memories may have included a walk up one of the steep
,trails to famous Natural Bridge,stopping to look at pock marks in
rock walls that look as though they's been made with a sling shot,
:,wondering about the snaky crawl of tree roots, ancient and
'"Unaried.
ftt

You approached Fat Man's Misery and stood to one side smiling
as a couple finally squeezes through the narrow opening; your
claustrophobic inclination wipes away the smile as you walk the
steps between two sheer rock walls. "What if suddenly the walls
should start to come together!" You hurry through.
Atop the mountain and exploring the great stone arch for which
.t the park is famous, you are young enough to sense the thrill of
'standing on top of the world and seeing its vastness spread around
you-and old enough to appreciate the region with its lofty peaks
, that have a way of creating lofty thoughts.
t Down below on a Saturday afternoon musicians from the Powell
t County hills could be heard tuning up in a corner of a wooden
n pavilion that stood beside the tracks of the Louisville & Nashville.
The last few curves on the downward trail were maneuvered
quickly, short-cutting corners, for the music had begun and there
were exciting things to see.
A woman in a red dress with ruffles was twirling round and
round, her feet about an inch from the floor. Musicians were
picking banjos and guitars, and fiddlers who had never studied
music in school made deft movements with bows across a web of
strings. It was a hot afternoon and most of the men were sunburned from working during the week, but no one seemed to mind,
• least of all the woman with the ruffles.
Square dancing is traditional at The Bridge." When in 1899 the
trains came to the area, it was easier for some to get to the
"frolic."
Today, with Mountain Parkway leading almost to the door oi
Hemlock Lodge, travelers and tourists from many states and
•

Today when you visit the state resort park, you might choose to
ride the skylift to the top of the mountain to see the famous
natural bridge spanning a portion of sky. On your return you, too,
might look out over the hills and down Graining Black valley cut by Middle Fork of Red River and absorb its beauty and peace.
But don't tarry, for come sundown the crowd, the musicians and
dancers will be gathering for another night of colorful entertainment under the stars on a manmade island build where the
tracks of the old Kentucky Union, later that Louisville at Nashville, used to be.
Hoedown Island as seen from the great windows or balconies of
Hemlock Lodge is shaped like a giant guitar-a perfect place for a
night of dancing under the stars

Paris, Tenn.
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FISH FRY SPECIALS!
MEN'S and BOYS

SPORT COATS
Any coat in stock-Summer and Spring fashions-•
single and double breasted -solids, stripes, plaids.

SHORTS

While They Last

10% OFF

CLACKERS

For The

BOYS

MEN'S - BOYS - LITTLE BOYS

NEW SHIPMENT

LONG and SHORT
SLEEVE SHIRTS

LITTLE BOYS PANTS
Hare bottoms and regular

Size 14',2 to 11''? 6 to 18
REGULAR 12.00-12.75-13.50
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat,
While They Last!

3 to 7
it

$1.
"

GIRLS PANTS
Flares, regulars and jeans
Prints- permanent pies'
button front.
Reg. '2.00 & $ 1
2.75

75

Size

-stripes & plaids
button fronts. We can't mention the name
but you will recognize the quality.

Regular '2.00 8 2.75'

NEW SHIPMENT

ROLL SLEEVE
BLOUSES

MEN'S FLARES...
Stripes, bleachouts and solids
Size 29 to 38.
$275 And

2.68
Usually 3.00

TEAM
Martin Oil Co.
Corvette Lanes
All Jersey
Mutual of Omaha
College Cleaners
Colonial Bread Co.
Lindsey's
Moose Lodge No.2
Mo Go Oil Co.
Moose Lodge No.1
Kelly's
Fenton &Hodge
Carroll Tires
Murray Auto Parts
Uncle Jeff's

Master Charge

In ace
!Statutes
25.200: 1
that a
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tfiled by
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and that
proved t
Court ant
for exc
desiring
thereto I
May 24,1
Witness
April, 19
By IS
Coun
Callc
Judd

In accoi
Statutes
25.200:
that a re
of accou
April,
Miller,
estate c
Dec'd am
approveC
Court am
for exc
desiring
thereto s
May 24,1
Witness
April, 19'
By fv
Coun
Cabo
Judit

Archdale'socks-Orlon'acrylic stretch
n)rfon Usually 59c pr
2 for S

'MISS B' 2-PC. SETS
WITH SKIPPER
SKIRT OR SHORT

W L
89"2 3442
88 36
8142 42"2
71 53
71 53
66,-2 571,2
65 59
65 59
62 62
er2 62
56L2 671.'2
52"2 71kla
52 72
52 72
48 76

2.88
Usually 3.50

2.44
Usually $3

Lyn

Cotton knit pullovers;
others with mini-tops in
prints, solid tones. Gay
combinations color-keyed
to polyester and cotton
shorts or skipper skirts. 3
to 6X.

Hor

The hcs
weeks p
School hi
rincipal
ollows:
at t Fourth
j Jimmy J
'Shelia N
chell, Da
Michael

_Al

Ir

227
225
224

724
617
611
589

PADDED
BABY
CARRIER

sble '2
Usually $3
NO IRON PANT DRESSES
Featherlight,
unbreakable
polyethy lene •
foam-fflied pad
Safety strap, plas
beads
Four position
adjustable
stand.
For
sitting,
snoozing-even
feeding.

WASHINGTON (U!) -The
Commerce Department said
Tuesday that U.S. exports
exceeded imports by Vasa
million last month, the largest
trade surplus sinee August.

..2.88 3.887.
Mots

•:Wpm
4116,

•r• •••.•-•• root on

COUPE

sale
6.54
Usually 9.99
Adjustable spring
seat.
swivel
wheels. Tip resistant chromed
steel frame with
wipe-clean plastk
tray and seat
Play heads 10
• swivel wheels

Russ Wil
Fifth
strong, T.
Gentry, I
Kaler,
Lassiter,
Orr, Stev
Mesa Wa
Sixth I
Janet Mu
Gail Smo1
Seventl
Cindy a
Hal Crow
Hurt, K
Kimbro,
Rogers,
Sheridan,
Vance an
Eighth
Vicki But
Cathy F
Carol Kal
Nance,
Rogers, C
Wilferd.

Hos

FOLDING
HOOLA

•
•

In ace
Statutes
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that a re
of accow
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ministra
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ceptions.
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so on or I
forever t
this 26 d
By ii
Cour
Callc
Judil

Polyester & cotton: machine wash
& dry, no ironing. Stripes, solids.
Sizes 4-7: 8, bigger boys' 8-20.

$3
50

.z*M61,

Bank Americard

FRAYED JEAN SHORTS

WASHINGTON (UPI) -Treasury Secretary John B. Connally asked Congress Tuesday to
approve 3,104 new employes for
the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) so it can step up its
auditing of income tax returns.
He said the IRS ran audits on
13 million returns, or 2.4 per
cent of those filed. The
which
employes.
additional
would cost $67.2 million a year,
would enable IRS to audit 2.8
per cent of the returns next
year, Connally said..

• 'S 1 75

GIRLS

Green, navy, blue. white.
7 to 14 - Reg. '3.00 & '3.50

50% Dacron' polyester, 50% cotton in a full array of warmerweather solids. stripes. Short
sleeves. Machine care no-iron.

MOUNTIE KILLS,ROBBER
VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)-A
Royal Canadian Mounted Policeman dodged a point blank
pistol shot from a robbery
suspect at a roadblock Monday
'arid killed the gunman with four
shots from his service revolver.
The thug, his car stopped at a
roadblock, got out of the auto
and as he approached the
policeman, suddenly doubled
over, giving the appearance he
was as pain from a stomach
ache. Only six, feet from the
officer he unaided with a .357
magnum revolver in his hand,
and blasted one shot point
blank at the polic4man The
Mountie dodged and fired back,
killing the suspect.
-

BOW TIES

WOMEN'S
SPORTSWEAR

25;

2.44
8-18, usually $3

Ky. Lake Men's
Bowling League

High lad. Series (SC
Vernon Riley
Norman Chancey'
Lyman Dixon
•

FREE

ON ALL

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00
CREW NECK KNIT SHIRTS

BOWLING
STANDINGS

High Ind. Game 1SC
Vernon Riley.
Norman Chancey
Dan Jones
Jim Lea

$1600
SALE

LAST 3
DAYS of

High Team Series IBC)
2974
Corvette Lanes
2938
Mutual of Omaha
' 2927
College Cleaners

New styles-cut off's-button fly-solids, stripes
and prints All new colors and sizes

Hey Kids!

Your Happy Shopping Store

PAGE

High Team Game HC
Corvette Lanes
1072
College Cleaners
1046
1015
Moose Lodge No 2

- PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY -

$35.00 VALUES

elk

Calloway
To Become
'War Zone'

MURRAY, Ky., April 27 section of Calloway County near
Blood River will become a mill"War Zone," during the
next two weekends.
Units of the 3rd Battalion,
398th Regiment, lnd Brigade of
the 100th Division, U.S. Army
Reserve, will descend on the
"The Running Set is the dance likely to be found in its purest area to conduct field training
form in the mountains of Kentucky, Tennessee and North exercises for junior and senior
Carolina," says Jett, who adds that some dances in the mountains' cadets from Murray State Umversity.
Appalachia are more than 1000 years old.
The first session, starting Sat,urday, will be a non-tactical
exercise in such subjects as
For many years, particularty the settlement years of the
land navigation and pacing,
:sauntry, everybody iii a village participated in square dancing,
night compass reading and leadeven the minister. But somewhere along the line, Jett believes
ership reaction.
its
have
style
changed
dancing
mountain
must
character, for
The second session, scheduled
many citizens in areas of the Appalachians still frown on this
May 7 and 8, will be • tactical
activity as one belonging to the devil."
exercise including such mill.
Square dancing at the park near Slade, Ky., is a family
tary maneuvers as ambushing
togetherness type of entertainment with no visible generation
a motor convoy, establishing a
gap. Here on Saturday nights-and beginning Friday nights the
base camp and perimeter deLast of May-three generations of the same family often are seen
fense, night march and ambush
promenading through a set
by aggressor forces. All of these
exercises will be carried out in
As occasionally a talented youngster joins in a Kentucky
simulated battle conditions usRunning Set, an oldster slips into a dance for children, such as
ing blank ammunition, a reserve
"Bully Gully" and "Salty Dog Rag."
spokesman said
Cecil Sharp, who came from England in 1917 to explore the
The program will be carried
Kentucky Mountains in search of ballads and dances native to
out under the supervision of Lt.
Col. Peter Harrison, CommandBritain, found in the hills complete ballads that had been lost in
er, and Maj. Joseph D. Barclay,
England and dances so old they'd been almost forgotten. Since
executive officer, of the 3rd
mountain people had retained the old dances, adding a characBattalion. The program was deteristic hill touch here and there, Sharp is said to have given the
veloped by Capt. George E.
name Kentucky Running Set to the dance.
Franke, Battalion training offiMany dance figures or patterns) make up the Running Set and
cer, and coordinated by Capt.
each figure has a distinctive name such as Grapevine Twist, Cage
Roy B. Neal, commander of
the Bird, Chase the Rabbit, Soot the Owl and Wild Goose Chase.
the Battalion's Special Training
In the figure "Chase the Rabbit," the terms rabbit and squirrel
Company,
mean the ladies and opossum and raccoon mean the men. When
Jett starts to call the set, dancers listen to the directions: "Chase
that rabbit, chase that squirrel, chase that pretty girl 'round the
world."

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY .UTLET
203 North Brewer Street

WEDNESDAY-APRIL 28, 1971

FOLDING HIGH CHAIR

sale 14.88
Usually $21

April 26,
ADULTS
NURSER
NEW1
Baby Bi
Rachel
Murray.
1
Mrs.
Woodlavrn
cella Shai
Girl, 1010
Mary Sue
Rt. 5, Ben
Trichel am
Buchanan,
Burdorf I
Boy, 161
Dwaine 1
Sunny La
assiter,, 4
Orpha
Murray.
Walker. H
,expired
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NOTICE
In accordance wi'.11 Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on April 26, 1971
filed Oy Gertrude Evans, Administratrix of the estate of
Maudye Ann Hale, Deed and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to he over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before May't4, 1971 or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this 26 day of April, 1971...7;
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D. C.
1TP

0
SHIRTS

I In accordance with Kentucky
!Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
;that a report of settlement of
..accounts was on April 26, 1971
'filed by W. D. Colley, Executor of
the estate of Omera Colley, Dec'd
;and that the same has been approved by the Calloway County
!Court and ordered filed to lie over
;for exceptions. Any person
tlheSiring to file any
excptionr before
will do so on or
May 24, 1971 or be forever barred.
ess my hand this 26 day of
il, 1971
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
Judith Ainley, P.C.
1TP

r

Bunny

Angel Food

Cake
REG. 59' VALUE

Only

39

3

Dixie Belle

Crackers

Hospital Report

H CHAIR
ft

200

10"

on 3 oz. size
INSTANT
Limit
1 Per Family

EA 'L/No. 23387
NEST
100% TEA
Parker's Mkt

Large
28-oz.
Bottles

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 6-oz. jar of
INSTANT

POLISH WYROB

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
Parker's Market
AT
WITH
994: COUPON
6-oz. jar Only

E
SAUC
'8 oz

/

_ _O.NE COUPON PER FAMILY • orna WOO _5/15/71

$
3/
NABISCO RITZ

DISINFECTS

E-SOL
PIN
DEODORIZES
Folger's

20C

Box of 12

PICKLES

1-lb. box

2Ckl
_J

CRACKERS

89'

12-oz. box

NON-DAIRY

FLAVOR-KIST

PET CREAMER
11-oz. jar

• CHOCOLATE CHIPS
• TOASTED COCONUT
• FIG BARS
• OATMEAL COOKIES
MIX or MATCH

49'

FRESH COUNTRY

EGGS

3/$

3 si

Honor Roll
Is Released

April 26, 1971
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Montgomery (Mrs.
Rachel Montgomery), Rt. 2,
Murray
DISMISSALS
Tuck. 218
Mrs. Erma
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs. Marcella Sharon Sellars and Baby
Girl, 1010 S. 6th, Mayfield. Mrs.
Mary Sue Butts and Baby Boy,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Judy Dianne
Trichel and Baby Boy, Rt 3,
Buchanan, Tenn.. Mrs. Marilyn
Burdorf Davenport and Baby
Boy, 1633 F/rmer, Murray,
Dwaine Duffey Spencer, 801
Sunny Lane, Murray, I.. Roy
lassiter, 408 S 8th, Murray, Mrs.
Orpha Naomia Jones, Rt. 2,
NIurray, Mist 'Melissa Maude
Walker, Hazel. George Nicholas
1J-spired). Rt 3 Box 371, Murray.

lbs. $ 1

COCA-COLAS

Lynn Grove

DRESSES

14'/2-oz. can

with
t:oupon

SAVE

KEATHLEY'S LUNAR

'

The honor roll for the fifth six
weeks period at Lynn Grove
School has been released by the
Principal, Freed Curd, and is at
.follows:
Fourth Grade—Karol Kemp,
▪
Jimmy Jo Key, Terry Lassiter.
Shelia McKenzie, Ginger Mitchell, Dale Orr, Terry Paschall,
Michael Randolph, Debra
--,Thomason, Chuck Williams, and
Russ Wilson.
Fifth Grade—Bonny Armstrong, Tammie Calhoun, Regina
Gentry, Kevin Hutson, Barbara
::Kaler, Kim Kemp, Cindy
Lassiter, Garry Mori*, Joe Bell
Orr, Steve Sills, Perry Slins and
Alesa Walker.
Sixth Grade—Gay Howard.
Janet Murdock, Tammy Overby.
Gail Smotherman and Pam Todd.
Seventh Grade—Pat Adams,
Cindy Bailey, Kathy Calhoun,
Hal Crouch, Mike Farris, Minda
Hurt, Kathy Jackson, Reta
Kimbro, Don McCuiston, Lisa
Rogers, Terry Rogers, Gail
Sheridan, Patty Sims, Terry
Vance and Regina Windsor:
Eighth Grade—Matt Brower,
Vicki Butterworth, Sandy Farrts
Cathy Futrell, Mick Harris,
Carol Kaler, La Rhea Miller, Don
Nance, Marketia Orr, Ralph
Rogers, Cythia Roller and Alison
Wilferd

4 Parker's Market

HOMINY

MARGARINE

1

,

BUSH WHITE

"Country Fresh Flavor"

In accordance .with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
lof accounts was on 26 day of
April, 1971 filed by Claude L.
Miller, Administrator of the
fr estate of Ethel Cunningham,
.. , Deed and that the same has been
.i approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person
; desiring to file any exception
thereto will do so on or before
May 24, 1971 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
April, 1971 '
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D. C.
1TP
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KRAFT PARKAY

4:€01

Wagner's

BREAKFAST MINK
Orange and Grape

100

1.111k.Valmam.

~Oa

LEAN MEATY, ALMOST BONELESS BOSTON BUTT

SUN-KIST JUICY

LEMONS
POTA
FANCY TOES
FRESH R
CELERY

1 Doz. in Plastic Bag

39'

WASHED, RED

PORK ROAST
Field's
Pure Pork

20-lb. bag

WIENERS

SAUSAGE

CABANA

12-oz. pkg.
Large Stalk

Shank Portion

Butt Portion

FIELD'S FULLY COOKED

1b59

45;

lb

494'

* For A Quick Meal Try Hilbergs *

TV DINNERS
FROSTY
PIES
on iiiiiGE JUICE
R ELSIGITIMAS
FtRilOC
(
:
FRENCH FRIES

Assorted Flavors
6-oz. can
10-oz. pkg.
2-lb. bag

39'
3/79'
6/89'
2/49'
3/sr

Breaded
Breaded
Breaded
Breaded

CHUCK WAGON STEAK
CATFISH STEAK
PORK PATTIES
VEAL PATTIES
Lean Meaty
SHORT

Fresh

CHICKEN PARTS
LEGS
THIGHS
BREAST

FLAVORITE BRAND'

BEEF RIBS

,„ 49

lb

Located in Downtown

•

SHOP* WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

-t
PAI,F

EN
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THRILL-A-MINUTE—It isn't as dangerous as if looks, but

Shooting
Rapids Is
For Everyone

United States during the summer

maid's.

By HENRY P. CHAPMAN
Copley News Service

It used to be that only the
hardy or the foolish would dare
Crossword Puzzle
MOD UODUO DMO tackle the rushing white water
DOWN
kCROS5
OMR mum moo rivers of the American West.
oaramma DUOMO "River Rats" they were called
1 Breaks
1 Extras
30014 MUD
suddenly
in those days.
Negative
3' High
OROU OOUROURD
6 Measuring
Times
have
changed,
mountain
device
DB
MORO
IMMO
however, and alm28( anyone
4 Conspiracy
11 God of manly
ROO
OUDOR
DOM
5 Soft drinks
youth
311 0M3M ORMOU from eight to 80pan nullify for
6 Pronoun
12 Glossy paint
.•
7 Printer's
ORROMMMO DURO the title. '
14 Parent
ineastete
Today,ytiu can shoot wild
DEIDO
OGRO
(colloo
8 Hit lightly
BOOM InODUODO rivers•for a few hours, a day,
9 =forth
IS Seed
ORO ODMOR MOO
10
end or an entire vacation.
containers
MOM 32MIJO 2UD • ices range from $7.50 for 411
Fruit.
17 Metal tube
13 Inclines
18 Prefix:
hour floats to 12-day runs for
16 c
litaed
before .
19
34 Warmth
Lamb s pa
$395. All meals — grilled
20 Nocturnal
21 Country of
36 Depressions
‘name
mammal
steaks, chops, roast beef,
Asia
37 Rubber on
52 Rage*
23 Chinese
22 More mature
pencil
54 POssessive
barbecues — are included.
25 Surgical
pronoun
Patf0d.
38 Let fall
Expiefience isn't necessary,
thread
40 Flowers
7 Hebrew letter
24 Meadows
27 ,Locations
41 Essence
bti it's iiientiaI for the
58 Spanish article
26 Hindu
30 Evaluates
44 Freshet
60 Symbol for
garments'
boatmen who know every
32 Bar legally
47 Peel
tel urium
28 Preposition
waterway rock, ripple and
3
a
5
t.'......, 1
2
6
7
8
9
29 Chemical
rapid by name. Modern river
compound
rats are navigators, doctors,
It
31 Swords
••:0:12
13
33 Greenland
naturalists, radio operators,
14
settlement
V''..111
lo
g.
.. :
5,117
scouts, chefs and tellers of tall
:::•:,
35 Openwork
ti...:, .
tales.
fabric (pi )
IS
19 ,-. 2022tt.
, ,23
The river tamers started
36 Signified
•,.!•!"
24
2-5 t..C•.1-26
27 p.;',, 211
39 Nerve
sharing their waterway thrills
networks
and sights with groups of
30 ',.... ,• 31
42 Teutonic deity 29
32
paying passengers in the early
43 Approaches
ili "..--- 35
•..:.: 33
1950s. They discovered that
45 Classify
:IP
.•
•ii:....
SO.PAM
46 Short sleep
surplus World War II neoprene
60 41
311
39
36 37
48 Mine
bridge pontoons were the
0.CaVa111C(1
.
1.L
P.43
4
,
2
.2_
111 43
greatest invention since the
Su Hole
Si Former PUSS1811
wooden rocker-bottomed
47 • .c All
5646
49 ••• 50
ruler
McKenzie River white water
:....e
`'
.s,_...
%•.
53 Sanskrd
dialect
boats. And by lashing three 3051
55 A continent
‹,....1
foot-long pontoons together,
(abbr.)
,
they could carry 26 passengers
.56 Mexican
shawl
Now, rafts are built
62
59 Gigle
V*
AIM!
%
especially for running rivers.
61 Repulse
,
Jiatr tit
nited Feature Syndicate. Inc
24
62 Mollifies
Cargo capacity tops 20 tons.
They're motor driven and
Nancy
steered and virtually unsinkable. The inflated plastic
hulls are composed of
YES
numerous self-contained cells
DID YOU WASH TH
of air at low pressure and
KITCHEN WINDOW
bounce the boats off river
WHILE I WAS
boulders like beach balls.
AT SCHOOL
Patching a sharp rock puncture
TODAY?
is less inconvenient than fixing
a flat on the family car.
About 25 licensed cornmercial outfitters run western
rivers for the enjoyment of the
vacationing public. Newest
white water adventure is a 5day float dcavn Alaska's Copper
—'m
River through the Chugach
Mountains.
IT WAS SO
---AND I
The 85-mile Alaskan exCLEAN I
THREW
pedition is unique among river
A BONE
THOUGOT
runs. Here, the sights and
OUT
IT WAS
sounds focus on grizzly bear,
TO MY
OPEN-bald eagles, spawning salmoil.
seals, ermine-white clad peaks,
DOG
icebergs and the thunderous
spectacle of glacier walls
crumbling under centuries of
stress.
The
12-day,
300-mile
Colorado River float rewards
-ma
ma
passengers with more than 100
.7
:w
assorted rapids and the
astonishing vistas of Arizona's
multihued Marble and Grand
The Colonials
Canyons. First to attempt this
"impossible journey" was a
one-armed Civil War veteran,
Major John Wesley Powell, in
1869.
His expedition of 10 men and
four pine and oak boats put in
on the Green River on May
24th. They floated into Utah's
length of the uncharted
Colorado, then into Arizona
Viroug,h the Grand Canyon to
Nevada.
The 1,000-mile voyage lasted
98 days. Two boats were lost.
One man deserted and three
others,' mistaken as miners
who had ravaged, a Shivwits
Indian inauien—ivere. slain by _
tribesmen.
En California, the South Fork
of the tapericain ancl..„Ite
Stanistaus rivers introduce
boat-floaters to the gold fields
and ghost towns of the Mother
Lode country. Farther north,
the Klamath River's zippy flat
waters, spiced with rapids like
Hamburg Falls and Rat1—
tlesnake, rank favorite with
weekend white water bugs and
beginners.

FIANCE

"SUPER-IANT" GRAM FED BEEF

riding the rapids In a rubber raft is an unforgettable experience
nonetheless. Such trips are available throughout the western
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NOW
OYAL
MINCEE
rHE
INK!!

NOTICE.

FOR. SALE

NOTICE

cATFISH

HELP WANTED

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

AUCTION SALE.

•
GRADUATES; TWO BEDROOM duplex with •
1968 MOBILE Home, air con- COLLEGE
an
has
carnet
airNationwide organization
refrigerator,
stove,
house
ditioned,
throlighout, excellent condition. outstanding opportunity with conditioner, washer, dryer.
M4C unlimited potential. Starting $115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
Call after 5:00 753-4331.
income 8600.00-81,000.00 per 1714 Wells Ext. Couple preferred,
upon no pets. Phone 313-842-2162. A3OP
depending
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole month,
barn construction, utility poles qualifications. Send resume to
Carbondale,
NEWLY DECORATED three
and boat docks. Murray Lumber P.O. BOX
Have you cleaffed out the attic, garage, or
62901, Equal Opportunity Em- bedroom block house. Utility
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
M1C
ployer
ITC
closet
of
lots
and
garage
Ky.
room,
done your spring cleaning? If so, don't throw
space. Gas or electric heat.
anything away, just give it to us!
Phone 753-8243 or 753-6069. A29C
DURA-CRAFT runabout boat,
with trailer and Mercury 40 h.p.
WANTED
motor, two sets skis, life belts.
10 FT. WIDE, two bedroom
Intelligent man who can
A3OP
Phone 753-4767.
. One
handle several duties at trailer, air-conditioned
welcome. Private.
child
small
tractor firm.
Are Sponsoring An
ANTIQUE, LARGE drop-leaf
month. Phone 753Need a man who can act as $60.00 per
table, five matching Chairs;
A29C
4481.
antique wash stand. Phone 753- salesman, parts man and who
A30C can do delivery also
8911.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Apply in person to
apartment. air-conditioned. Also
PAIR OF outstanding Beagle
apartments for the summer.
&
Stokes
rractor
for
trade
Hounds-Would
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Implement Co.
guaranteed Tree Hound. Phone
16th Street. Phone 753-6609. A29C
In the Bel Air Shopping Center,
A3OP
436-2336 after 5:30 p.m.
Industrial Road
COUPLES ONLY, one bedroom
directly in front of Otasco
MUST SELL Murray 5-speed
unfurnished house, close to
bicycle with parking brake, also
University. Phone 753-3202 after
All proceeds from this sale will go to the
single pick-up Gibson guitar and MEN OR WOMEN full time or 6:00p.m.
part time. Do you need money?
A29C1
Univox amplifier. Call 753county projects of the Murray Jaycees.
A30C Don't borrow it. Write the
2615.
rates! Now
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you SPECIAL SUMMER
apartments,
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis, renting efficiency
street from campus.
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242. across
M2OP Private parking. Phone 753-4342
Give phone number.
or 7534978 after 5:00p.m. A30C

DON'T!!

Throw It Away

981,

$ 1 95
"All You Can Eat"

WE CHALLENGE YOU TO
COMPARE!!
We welcome the opportunity to serve you "all
kpou can eat" at the best prices in this area. Captain's
Kitchen was created for the family.
Children under 6 eat FREE Catfish.
IRO
MAY 1

l
ora;

W.W

The Murray Jaycees

AUCTION

Sunday, May 2 - 2:00 p.m.

SONY/SUPER
' SCOPE

PHONE • •
753-8391 * 753-6702 * 753-7451

LADIES, THREE openings, full
or part time. Excellent earning
opportunities. For appointment
A30C
call 753-1711.

DUPLEX APARTMENT. Four
large rooms, washer and dryer
connections. $45.00 per month REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
unfurnished or $55.00 furnished.
,-Stereo Systems
A30C LOVELY HOME on North 18th FURNITURE REFINISHING.
Phone 489-2595.
CHUCKS Music
WANTED; PAINTER, exHighway 641 North
Street. Brick veneer, three All work guaranteed. Free-.
Open 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
perienced, steady work., For
CENTER
bedrooms, two full baths, well. pickup and delivery. Free_ FOR RENT
A2BC
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
interview call 753-5287.
lighted large living..and dthing estimate. Antique or natural..
Murray, Ky.
12 p.m. Sunday
Phone 753-3182
area, patio and garage, con- finish. Jerry McCoy, 753• •NEW FURNISHED
May 5C
venient kittheri. Located near' 3045.
WANTED: RELIABLE person
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
University, quiet neighborhood.
for evening baby sitting with 5
college girls.
A29C
Phone 753-6527.
15 F1'. DUFtAGLASS runabout year old Own room provided.
1,OR ALL your home alterations
P. Johnson outboard, Phone 753-8192 between 9:00
H.
35
with
AND FALL
SUMMER
SALE
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
FOR
SALE
FOR
FOR SALE
suntop.
canvas
A28C
; windshield,
and 2:00 p.rn
estimates. Call 753SEMESTER.
THREE BEDROOM brick, old. Free
A29C
Phone 436-5683.
May 6C
6123.
air,
and
TWO MOBILE homes, already HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
heat
central
corner lot,
Also furnished apartments
Factory Direct
the
manage
to
like
YOU
WOULD
from
income
It's
set up, good rental
Lustre for cleaning carpets?
baths, living room, family
for college boys and
MAGNIFICENT
Ky.
BOY'S CLOTHING, excellent finest fabric store in Murray,
small investment. Phone 753- super! Rent electric shampooer
room,carpeted, built-in oven and FULCHER'S TERMITE Control.
kitchen
rooms
with
private
MAGNAVOX
Monday,
person
in
apply
condition. Very reasonable. Please
MIC
1873.
range, dishwasher, disposal, Free inspection. Call collect
A28P $1. Big K.
privileges.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Sports coat, size 16, pants - 24,26, May 3rd between 9-5 at Fabstorm doors and windows, paved Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247or
days
753-5865
PHONE
Dixieland Shopping Center
N-Trim,314 Main, Murray,
shirts - 14, 16. Phone 492drive. Exceptionally clean, 6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247MONZA, BEDROOM SUITE; poster bed'.
or
CORVAIR
1965
p.m.
753-5108 after 5:00
M1C
A20010,•
8300.
available July. 1. 1727 Keenland. 4783.
- .
M18C
autotriatie, heater, radio,$425.00. chest, vanity with stool, mattress
•
on Sundays.
A30C'
4 p.m.
after
753-3735
Also 1969 Honda C. B. 100,$325.00. and springs, 850.00. Wicker table, MODERN TWO Bedroom trailer,
unemployed
WANTED SOME
Both in excellent condition. $10.00. Camper for Datsun pick- 12 ft. wide. Avocado treen ap- 1969 KAWASAKI 350 Avenger
to drive elderly couple to
WILL BABYSIT in your home
pliances and bath facilities with two helmets. Excellent 'person
CLEAN UP shop for rent Hazel
M3NC up.( Like new. PhoneiePhone 767-4427.
eastern part of Ky. all expenses Highway. Call 753-5311. • MI1C TODAYS SPECIAL by Roberts through the summer months.
Already
iTp
furnished.
completely
condition. $350.00. Can be seen at paid including room, board and
5921.
ANC
Phone 753-2580.
Realty.
set up with under-pinning. T.V. 602ks West Main.
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
M3P meals, will pas' reasonable wages
Located on 121 Highway across
and antenna telephone jack, one
=tuner;
for
NOW
RENTING
Spaniel puppies, 6 weeks old,
for employment if desire _ to
owner, lived in 8 months. Well
furnished or un- from Fair Grounds, an extra nice CARPETS CLEANED in your.
blonde. Phone 753-8920 after 5:00
Get Your Dekalb
working, if not, then two bedroom
continue
large
for.
Quiet
cared
neighborhood.
The Youth Shop
apartment with wall to three bedroom brick with
A2AC
p.m.
home. New, safe, professional
expenses for return will be paid. furnished
Seed Corn
One mile from Murray on HighCall den with extra nice fire-place,
air.
504 Main
central
and
carpet
wall
:
methods. Low rates. Free,
references, leaving
like
lorox
Would
large
•
Atrizen
conditioner,
•
ay East .N7Eietra nice. Phone
A28C built-in air
SAVE 10 percent
0 p.m.
,
753-4331 after 5:0
Carpet'
Mayfield
TESTED AND approved OF
as
estimates.
soon
as
call
weekend,
this
• Lasso
living room with dining area, two
5'53-8844 after 5:110 p.ni.
TFNC
in our Baby Dept.
Call collect 247millions of homemakers. 'Blue
A30C
possible, 753-9679.
• Hood Soybeans
baths, garage, storm windows Cleaners.
Gift Wrapped
NOTICE
1
1129P
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops.
2456.
built-in
Antenna,
TV
doors,
•
and
Dare Soybeans
THREE GOOD used riding
Wectern Auto, "Home of The
-changed,
It
Avon.
selling
LOVE
'I
doors,
glass
range, sliding
• Wayne Soybeans
mowers. 2-5 H.P., 1-4 H.P., 1-22
A28C
Wishlag Well.
rely whole life." Thai's the feeling I
radiant electric heat. Owners are ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
'Inch push mower real good. All
Farmers Grain
Avon1
of
by thousands
shared
ELECTR1(
E
June 1st. A real buy, us completely cover your home
leaving
WESTINGHOUS
priced cheap. Bilbrey's Car &
,Seed Co.
CO6LERATOR AIR-conditioner,
with Reynolds weather tight .
range, large oven, good con- Representatives. You too,can get
seen to appreciate.
be
must
753-5617.
Supply,
Home
„
A30C
2% ton. Good cooling condition, Quality Field Seed &
four bedrokan brick aluminum siding. Also we do
dition. 12 H. P. Sear's riding more out of life thill way. You'll
beautiful
A
$100.00. Also rod and reel, used
S rvice Railroad Ave 1967 HONDA 305, plus ac- mower, 42 inch cut, used ver!, earn good money, win prizes,
with 2% baths, den witb fire- so4ltt and overhangs on brick. •
Very little, $15.00. Phone 753little. Excellent condition. Phone meet people have fun. Call collect
place, dining room, beautiful Storm windows & doors, shutters ,
Phone
753-2997.
cessories.
A3OP
A28P
3917.
753-9603 from 9-00 a m. till 2.00 after 7:00 p.m. 365-9424 or write
cabinets, lots of book shelves, and carports. Free estimates. •
CHILD'S GYM set: merry-gop.m.
A29P Mrs. Janet Kunick Rt. 2 Box 136central heat and air, extra nice Call Garland's Aluminum SerITC
round and 8 ft. slide. Phone 753,1 Princeton, Ky.
carpet, large two car garage vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
PRICE MOBILE
A29C
3158 after 6:00 p.m.
SAVE $30
8114C
finished, extra nice. This house Sedalia 328-8398.
0
5
1970
7
MOTORCYCLE
HONDA
in
Apply
time.
PART
FEMALE.
HOME CENT R
20,000 BTU
own
their
for
owner
by
built
was
like
just
cc,
bright red finish,
person Adam's Shoe Store,
AIR CONDITIONER
home, but due to transfer of NEED SEWING or baking done?
ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Homes from 1,995"
new. Will sell cheap. Phone 753- downtown Murray
A28C
top
quality,
gallons,
of
work, must sell. If you are Call Sheila Travis at 753-5829
Thonsands
ANC,
Low as $1951° Down
looking for something nice at a after 5:00 p.m. Weddings a
standard brands, as low as $2.47 20,000 BTU model cools up to 4
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANTED TO BUY
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
A3OP
real bargain, let us show you this specialty
per gallon. Country Boy Stores. rooms.-+ Dual Stat turns unit
COMPLETR BEDROOM suite GOOD MORNING, Starshine,
Murray, Ky. Nest to
9
miles
Folks.
not
to
needed
Surplus
cut
when
off
one.
Army
The
and
logs
set.
BUY;
TO
WANT
dinnette
Five
$65.00.
piece
Holidai Inn
Good selection to pick
have a very good buy in a WILLI DO 'house work, or baby
from Hopkinsville. Junction 117 & electric bills Super Exhaust $22.00. Phone 753-9212.
A29C Vega!
standing timber. Also have for We
from. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
two bedroom brick, sitting in--daytime. Phone 436cheaper
164. Phone 885-5%4. Open Sun- also works as automatic
Ask about our rental
sale lumber and sawdust.
Inc., South 12th Street, across
located at Lynn Grove, across 5615.
days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to exbaost fan for fresh air
A30C
Co.
and
Lumber
Mill
Saw
Murray
purchase plan, up to 10 yr. take
M31C without cooling Reg. 334.37 TURKIES, DUCKS, Chickens. from Uncle Jeff's. Phone 753a look.
TFC from School. Extra large utility
Phone 753-4147.
babies
and
Guineas,
adults
Nix,
H.
J.
see;
and
finance.
by
2617. Come
304.30 -+
and carport. On large lot for only EXPERIENCED LAWN and
Now only
Hubert Charles Jenkins or Mac Fitts.
55 ACRE FARM, 24 acre corn Dependent on placement, size Large-- selection.
used air 810,900.00.
also
TRAILERS.
garden care, by the hour or
USED
of
A28C
brick and
BRIGGS & STRATTON edger, base, 12x60 t. House trailer, of home, heat build-up in Alexander, 3 miles South
conditioners or what have you. We have a two bedroom
contract. interior and exterior
A29C
328-8563.
Bedalia.
Phone
Shores
Bluff
home on Pine
2% H. P. Also 1967 Buick $20,000.00. 1968 Ford 3000 tractor, home
painting. Phone 767-2342 after
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer frame
1969 MUSTANG. Seafoam blue,
LaSabre. Phone 753-4516 after all extras. 420' hours with
A28C Subdivision, on shady lot. Fire- 9:30 p.m. or 767-2343.
4:00p.m.
A3OP
after
Court
A29C bushhog, disc, turning plow, SAVE 810' 6,000 BTU model 20 INCH PINCORE power mower vinyl top, factory power and air.
place, partly furnished and
5100p.m.
grass
ahd
with
condition.
lot
starter
extra
Excellent
with
automatic
owner.
89,250.00,
One
cultivator, 2 wheel trailer and Reg 159.3.5 Now only . .
BUY swing set in good priced at
.AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning,
A28C WANT TO
COMPLETE LIVING room suite, scraper, $3,100.00. Chain saw, all 149.28 Transportation included catcher, 31,2 H. P. Good condition. Phone 753-8463.
use by small child. for $9,750.00.
for
condition
compressors, Rebuilt, $40 each.' .
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1081. A29C
753-1651
at
Realty
Roberts
Call
couch, matching chair with extras, $150.00. 1950 Chevrolet 34
GM,Ford,Chrysler,R. C. Evans,"
Con- Phone 753-4742 after 4 p.m. A30C
d
THUNDERBIR
1105
or
needs
estate
two
matching
real
your
all
and
tirble
for
coffee
ton truck, low mileage, $425.00.
MONTGOMERY WARD
NOTICE
May IP
Route 3, Murray.
au
and
power
all
vertible,
505
better come by and see us at
end tables. Also two matching Registered Charlois bull with
LOST &FOUND
510 Main
,
753Phone
sell.
Cheap.
Must
lit
Main Street.
lamps, contemporary style, herd of 25 cattle, $6,000.00. Pony
753-1960
WANTED: BEAUTICIAN with
TFNC LOST: 31-2 MONTH old German
$175.00. 21 inch color RCA cart and harness, $100 00. Hog
established business to rent 9664
Shepherd, predominantly 'black
television, $175.00, television feeder, cast iron bottom, $95.00.
house with beauty shop attached,
legs, and BABY FARM; only 5 acres west
antenna with rotory, $50.00. Phone 437-4513,
A29C
or will rent booth seperate. MUST SELL 671,2 Austin Healy with brown on chest,
SELLING OUT Evergreens, Reasonable. Phone 753-5074. A29C Sprite. Needs tune up Phone 753- feet. Strayed from vicinity of 4th College Farm Road. Phone 753Black vinyl lounge chair, $50.00.
TFC
A30C and Sycamore. This is a 3 year, 7955 after 5:00p.m.
9554 after 4:00p.m
All items like new Phone 489-2268 5 HEGISTERED ANGUS cows, Arbor-Vitae, Globe and Pyramid
A29C bred to the son of Ankonian Blue Hetzi Juniper. Jap Yew ELECTROLUX SALES & Serold child's pet Any-dne having
before 3:00 p.m.
43-6496. A30C
and few Box-Wood.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. 1968 FORD GAI.AXIE 500. information, phone 75
Peerless. Angus bulls 8 to 12 'Spreader
NICE BRICK three bedroom
M3P
753-8591.
Phone
FarSanders, phone 382-2468,
me, 2% miles from city limits,
months, Peerless' grandsons.
new
4
steering,
power
Automatic,
The Youth Shop
M17C tires, original spare neVer been LOST: WALKING cane witfi off New Concord Highway, all
A29C
mington, Kentucky.
Phone 436-5618.
in
place
fire
gas
Lost
handle.
504 Main
EDGER,
POWER
silver tip on
large rooms. Living room, kitscreen, andirons. Like new.6 NOVELTIES SPECIALITIES used. See at 405 South 11th Street, Begley's parking lot $5.00
sale-18 percent OFF
SADDLE MARE and colt Phone log,
chen, bath. On 2% acres, with low
A29C
753-5240.
Phone
61.
Magriivox hi-ti catalog. Has gift items for all
A29C
on
reward. Phone 75'3-8876.
A29C x 9 wool rug.
753-3621 or 753-4818
interest transferrable loan.
Knit Shirts
record player. Phone 753ANC
occasions. Also hundreds of 1969 CHEVELLE. SS 396, 14,000 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE Phone 753-3722.
TFC
Many other items
novelties to,suit your fancy. Send miles, 375 H.P., 4 speed. Factor
70
bike, 8401.
tioritiA
Trail
New Merchandise
GOING WEST!
automatic, $225 00. Phone 753- LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 25e for 32 page well illustrated warranty. $2050.00. Phone 753SKYLINE MOBILE Home 10' X
arrives,daily
No time to haggle. so price
A29C in Kentucky. No increase in catalog to B. & A. Enterprises,
'
7426.
A229P. lb
45', 2 bedrooms on large corner
reduced for immediate sale.
MK-MK P. 0. Box 278,
Dept.
prices. Country Boy Stores. the
kit. Panorama Shores Lot inhome
with
brick
Beautiful
M1C PONTIAC 1968 Catalina, pow.c&
16' MARK TWAIN run-a-bout, 125 Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
A3OP
Contact 753-2604
cluded.
3
want.
you
1970 HONDA 350. Excellent H.P. Mercruiser. Phone 753-4148 from Flopkinsville, Junction Ky.
steering and brakes, hydrornatic everything
carbaths,
2
edrooms.
A30C 117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 litiA i AND Mobile Home In- transmission, very clean. Low
condition. Phone153-7426. A29C 'after4:00 p.m.
peting, central heat and air
SEVEN BEDROOM brick; three
M31C surance Low rates, broad mileage. Financing available.
p.m.
,
living.pleasant
for
baths, living room, kitchen.
A30C
Phone
753-4140.
64ot-rage, excellent claim set'SPINET PIANO, must transfer THE PLACE to buy those good
QONALD R. TUCKER,
family room, recreation room,
State am- vice. Check with us before you
SOLID
FENDER
and
Gibson
no
Norge
appliances,
next 15 days Will consider
753- 4342
„fenced court yard 3600 square
1968 LEMANS, power steering, REALTOR
plifier, three 10 inch J H Lansing buy.
responsible lottl party only to big sale. just low prices every
502 MAPLE STREET
automatic.
,
Feet- 500 feet from campus. Will
air-conditioned
control
with
cabinet.
speaters
',1alloway Insurance & Real
STARKS KNIGHT;
take over payments. To inspect. day. Rowland Refrigeration
consider other propert in trade.
$1,300.00. Phone 753-7940 af:er EDNAASSOCIATE
after
753-2863
5:00
Phone
$300.00.
Estate
Agency
and
Sales
110
Service,
12th
South
write Home ace. Joplin Piano
A31X_.
TFC
Phone 75:1-6613
6:00p.m.
M1C
May3C
Ph
753-5842
Ky
•
Murra
May6C P.m
A29P Street.
Co . Joplin. ME714601
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Henley And
Taletit Show Sonny
Shirley Hays Are
Success For Named Chairmen'
Drug Council

Students ...

Services Held For
George W. Nicholas

Mrs. Hodges... New

Chapter
Murray NSA
Is Formed

Agriculture...

Quotes

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
itAutiatted hem Page 1)
From The
An awaros ceremony is
local library was the author
Pinkston; John Rayburn, son of
planned for 1:15 p.m. with
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Rayburn; Local funeral services for lerself, Wilma Dykeman and her
a hies, plaques and certificates
Pat Ryan, son of Dr. and Mrs. George W. Nicholas of Murray lusband, James Stokoly. The
to the top three winners in
going
their
McPHERSON, Ga.— u
two
with
Simons,
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Sirloin

Round or Rib 991

Sausage

MURRAY NEIGHBOR—This display was provided by the Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout
iiiiLime
nd
Iatiou at the "Girl Scout Showcase" held Saturday and Sunday at the Purchase District
Fairgrounds at Mayfield. The term "neighbor" is a collective term meaning all the troops in and
the vicinity of Murray. There are thirteen girl scout troops represented In the Murray
organization.
(Messenger Photo)

PEACE CORPS INTEREST‘
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Applieations to join the Peace Corps,
which had dropped steadily for
the past tour years, now are
increasing, according to the
agency.
As of last F'rida,, 19.190
persons had applied this scar
become Peace Corps vulunleers, compared with a total
last year of 19,022 nolo are
aDOUt 5,0(11) Peace corps volunteers working in about 60
nations

Cheese

64c

74c

KRAFT POURABLE

1000 ISLAND

Sirloin Tip

Roast

LIPTON

FLAVOR-KIST ASSORTED

TEA MIX
lot
8A8IN 1116 TILE

cleaner

0.46.11” ond Close,

EQUIPMENT AGENCIFIS—Pictured are scouting materials and equipment from the two official
Girt Scoot equipment agencies for the Bear Creek Council on display at the "Girl Scout Showcase"
held at the Purchase District Fairgrounds at Mayfield last weekend. The agencies are Lad and
lassie of Murray and Paducah Dry to Paducah These itgeocies furnish all types of scouting
equipment for the Girl Scent troops of the area
)(Messenger Photo)
—

Rump Roast
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Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, April 28, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1062 Est 900
Barrows and Gilts fully 25c lower
Sows steady to 50c lower
Us 1-3 200-240 lbs. $15.50-16.06;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs.
US 2-4 240-264 1
4,75-15 25;
US 3-4 260-280 t. $14.25-14 7S;
Sows
US 1-2 270450.1bs. 812.50-11 00;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.00•12.50;
US 2-3 45040 lbs. $11 00-1200

8-oz.

Minute Steaks 1°
KC Steaks lb '1 79
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COOKIES
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SUGAR WAFER
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35C

New! Del Monte

PUDDINGS and FRUIT CUPS
Advertised
On TV!

* BUTTERSCOTCH PUDDING
* CHOCOLATE PUDDING
* CHOCOLATE FUDGE PUDDING
* BANANA PUDDING
* MIXED FRUIT
SUNSHINE
COOKIES

59c
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Milburn Stone as Doc Adams on
television's "Gunsrnoke" is
being replaced next season,
despite his enormous popularity.
Stone, recovering from heart
surgery, is being temporarily
and reluctantly relieved by Pat
Engle, a versatile Broadway,
television and film actor.
"I've never met Milburn, but
I feel I know him from 17 years
of watching `Gunsmoke' arid his
relationships with, Chester and
lrestus," Hingle said.
Hingle will play Dr. Champ-Than (he hasn't been given a
first name yet), a younger man
who comes to town at the
recommendation of Doc Adams,
who has gone East to catch up
on new medical methods.
Writing Out Interesting
"It was interesting the way
they wrote Milburn out of the
show," Hingle said. "He fails to
save the life of a young girl but
feels he could have pulled her
through if he'd known more
medicine. So he goes to
Baltimore to study new techniques.
"En route he stops by New
Orleans to see Dr. Chapman,
who agrees to fill in for him in
Dodge City."
underwent
Because Stone
surgery in Alabama before this
season's episodes began shooting, the disappearance of Doc
Adams and the arrival of Doc
Chapman are explained in a

more gunsmiths tap the market, said Thompson. Some states
give the muzzle loader enthusiasts special hunting areas and
Into the hands
criminals and reloading equipment and repli- million this year, he said.
special seasons as they do for
But sales of shotguns are archers.
militant- activists.
cas of old fashioned black
Manufacturers think
that powder muzzle loading rifles expected to be up 7 per cent to
$135 million, largely the result
giversion is tiny. They say the and fowling pieces!
big surge in handgun sales is in Winchester, Remington and of trading up, autoloaders, RUNAWAY
CARPENTER
fancy target models, too bulky large retailers of sporting -over and under" models and
to appeal to the criminal or the firearms such as Sears, .Roe- fancier ventilated rib double
terrorist. The sale of cheap buck and Montgomery Ward barrel guns,.
HAVERHILL, England (UPI)
pistols, the kind that are just agree.
Sales of expensive center-fire —A boy of se,ven who ran away
good enough to "get their As proof, Thompson said the rifles will be about even with from home last weekend told
owner a ticket to jail," is sale of cheap shotguns and the last year's $80 million, industry police he did it because he had
samected to fall again this year rimfire .22 cahber rifle, the leaders believe. These are the been practicing carpentry and
as it has for the past decade. "boy's rifle" of the days when firearms used by the real game sawed the arms off the family
According to James F. farmers and villagers did a lot hunters and target competitors. sofa.
Thompson, general manager of of meat hunting for rabbits and Sales of replicas of the old
Leisure Group in Los Angeles, partridges, are going down at Kentucky fit;
it itoicjty rifle or of
"I thought my mum and dad
the sporting gun market is the rate of around 10 per cent a late 19th
percussion would be cross," said the lad,
increasingly a luxury-hobbyist year. Sales of the rimfire .22s, cap muzzle Waders still are ybose name was not disclosed
niarket. Leisure Group makes which used to be quite large, small but are expected to hit by police.
Lyman gunsights, ammunition Probably will drop to $40 $20 million a year b'Sr 1975 as

Gun Sales Up Despite Firearms Control Act
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By LEROY POPE
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK )UPI)—Despite
the recent clamor for more
control of firearms, the sale of
guns is proving to be one of the
nation's more recession-proof
businesses.
Total sales are expected to be
$850 million this year, up 5 per
cent on the heels of an 8 Per
cent rise in 1970.
Sportsmen and hobbyists will
spend nearly all the money. An
undetermined proportion of an
expected $110 million in pistol
and other sales will go to
lawmen. There also is a feeling
that some newly manufactured
pistols are finding their way

TAKING LEAVE OF THEIR CENSUS—Hooded members of
the Irish Republican Club burn census forms at New
Lodge Road in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It is feared
census information might be turned over to security
authoritis. The census is unpopular in England, too.

papers and credentials of the
new doctor make no sense to
him at all," Hingle said,
grinning.
Nobody knows better than
}tingle that it is impossible to
replace Milburn Stone in the
affection of viewers. He makes
no attempt to fill the character,
choosing instead to play an
entirely different man.
"The producers and I both
hope that Milburn will be back
after the first six or eight
shows of the season," Hingle
said.
Hingle suspects he will be
resented by devotees of "Gunsmoke" who see him as an
lattor
Hingle is a younger man than interloper, unaware that Stone
Stone and studiously avoids any is recuperating and unable to
hint of imitating. Dec Adams. week.
"I'll say one thing," Hingle
He wears a wide-brimmed
panarna hat, a white linen coat, concluded, "The rest of the cast
bright ascot tie and brocaded and crew have made me feel
right at home. They've been
flowered vest.
The moment he lands in wonderful."
Dodge City he is thrown in jail
by Festus—who is left tempora- NOT LINDA'S DAY
--- rily in charge by Matt Dillon—
EPSOM,"England (UPI)—
for moving into Doc Adams' Linda Moon strolled into a
office.
branch of Barclays Bank, drew
Festus Can't Read
a toy pistol and ordered cashier
"Festus can't read, so the Sally Gray, 19, to "hand over

HOFFA TO TESTIFY
NEW YORK )UPI)—Teamsters Union President James R.
Hoffa has been brought here
from the federal Penitentiary in
Lewisburg, Pa.. to testify
before a grand -jurV investigatpossible kickbacks in
ing
operation of the Teamsters'
pension fund.
There was speculation Hoffa
agreed to testify in return for
immunity from prosecution in
the case and in hopes of having
his sentence for jury tampering
and mail fraud commuted. The
58-year-old union leader, now
serving the fourth year of a 13year sentence, was denied
parole March 31 and his next
parole hearing will not take
place until June, 1972.
the fivers (five pound notes) or
you'll be dead." Miss Gray
keeled over in a faint.
Linda crossed the street to
the
Midland
Bank. Same,l
routine—but this time cashier!
Henry Lint hit the alarm bell.
Linda fled.
"Really, I just did it for a
joke," she told a court Monday.
"I just wanted to see what
would happen."
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SPORT BAG. 65-550

Tough, durable plastic. 4s.10-.

47

Leather uppers. ,tieufTproof rubber soles and
t1eiis, -is' pr.2
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5.76 F"
2.43
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`'Stow-Away" J U G

NOTICE
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basket %type handles
Fitted with 1 -gal. jug
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CLOSED ON ,
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MOTORIZED
GRILL

Murray, Ky.

ALFALFA WEEVIL

EVERYTHING FURNISHED
for
$300 Per Acre

PHONE 4894414

Price

4

--,

CIMRCON
BRIQUETTES

easier outdoor
Faniily site 24" dial'', of
cooking! 3-position hood and U i. appirnsed
positioner. Chronic
Motor.
plated spit. AG- IV.

Phone 489-2414

P.O. Box 164 :Murray, Ky.

Eas‘ to install. Choicentcolors. IA-2160.-2.-3

• Steel Bottom Troy

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE

Service

Sole

•Chrome Plated Grids
•large Easy -Roll Wheels

For Information Contact:

Murray Flying

lie Chest & 14.1. ie.. .
C)
"
I
6-113

Super Value!

POOL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
and SUPPLIES
115 S. 4th St.,

59-371-2
II

....

104B.

BAG
EASY TERMS
Hickory blended. Hot burn
ine

With 1110-•ds, of monolith-

Adjussahlr drag.
"two students, who. cam- —
paigned -against the -inequities of the system,passed out Tootsie Rolls ."
and used psychedelic posters.' are the new president
and •••ieio president -of the.
Ohio Slate Univet•sity stu-,
dent body in .Columbos.o
They are , Jerome FriedMan (top). Shaker Heights.
Ohio. president, and .1yf- '
trey Yapalatt.st. Hartison, .
N.Y..
)

LINIIT 2. e2.114.:

C114RCO4L LIGHTER
Safe ... No Flare Up
QUART
cora)
0410

Bel-Air S.hopping Center

OTASCO

17-8 Mon -Sa t.
Closed Sundays

Phone: 753'8391

(ISE Oldii EASY
rRFDIT OR

%aft% laq start vi.5 is-4

BANKAMER1CARD

1

foreign Investments in American Firms
!Growing Faster Than U. S. Buys Abroad
•

By JONATHAN EDWARDS

• Central Press Association
Correspondent

$ Billions
14

market, weakening of corporate
financial positios and strength
in the stock market, Janeway
observes, and it forecasts a
"flood of equity-arbitratable
paper big enough to test the
NEW YORK (UPI)-There faith of even
the
most
are as yet no signs of persistent enthuStastie stock
market
liquidation of stock holdings bulls." ,
under cover of a general
market advance, Standard and Technical
are
indications
Poor's Corp. says. The marled increasingly pointing to
continues to anticipate "a intense but brief bull market,
pickup in the tempo of the followed by a market decline
economy, extending int() 072," which could turn out to be the
it adds. Any setback, therefore, third phase in a "super cycle"
should be considered an inviting in which the 1966 bear market
opportunity for additional accu- was the first phase and the
mulation, the firm feels.
crash of '69 the second phase,
James Dines & Co. says.
If historical precedent is Reasons for such a third phase
a
rewarding would involve "balance-of-payvalid, "then
phase
is
still ments problems, wages rising
speculative
waiting in the wings," Spear & faster than productivity, and an
Staff Inc. believes. Many anti-profit,
anti-capitalistic
secondary quality issues remain mentality spreading throughout
attractively priced and special the land of the type which
situations may well score enveloped England before it
moves as the sank," Dines adds.
substantial
market marks time, the investment advisor adds.
MAILAVICH TRIAL SET
Corporate financial manage- SARASOTA, Fla. (UPI)ment is gravitating toward the Fete Maravich, star rookie for
Atlanta Rawks of the
Mock market to raise the
Basketball AssociaNational
Janeway
money it needs,
pleaded
innocent Monday
tion,
Advisory Service says. The
"stampede" to the market is to a charge of driving while
being triggered by the coin- intoxicated. Trial was set for
cidence of weakness in the bond June 2.

Wall Street
Chatter')

WASHINGTON--In an unex•
12
,:yected turnabout, foreign in:,:vestments in the United States
.are now growing at a consider10
in:ably faster pace than U.S.
•,vestment overseas.
Gilf Many
Today, more than 700 U.S.
111̀' manufacturing enterprises are
&,owned wholly or in part by almost 500 foreign companies, the
:.Department of Commerce revealed,
.; The department stressed that
4
while foreign investment in the
.71..inited States still does not
;
*compare with that of the U.S.
•
.abroad--nearly $12 billion here
U.K.
;as against more than $70 billion
abroad-it does provide an interesting new development.
1969
1965
1950
These figures apply only to
•
:.direct investments in manufac:;turing enterprises and do not amples of the type of foreis“ The Commerce Department
.:,include portfolio or real estate investment prevalent in the considers the injection of
Many of the United States. In one, the foreign capital into the Ameriinvestment.
:foreign countries have been Bekaert Steel Wire Corp., a can market good for U.S. busi:here for generations. but the Belgian steel producer subsidi- ness because it creates emmajority came in on the more ary, opened a plant last year in ployment and contributes to
:recent wave of investments Rome, Ga., which is producing U.S. income and productivity.
about 1,000 tons a month and
;that began in the late 1950s.
• • •
expects to employ some 500
Orange rind and juice add
flavor and color to rice mixes.
PRIOR to World War I, persons in five years.
previousld
firm
Belgian
U.S.
The
.foreign investment in the
Was largely responsible for the exported to the U.S. over the
early development of mandfac- past 40 years the steel wire
turing here. It was not until for tires and other products it
World War I that the United now produces in its Georgia
" States became a net capital ex- plant.
Some ,foreign companies, the
oporter, able to send its capital
• ;and industrial entrepreneurship spokesrnan said, join with
*lin sizable amounts to other American firms, usually becountries.
cause they have something
By the end of 1969. how- special to offer the latter.
ever, the flow of capital across Thus, the Howmet Corporation,
the sea began to show a an American concern, utilizes
marked change. In that year, the latest production techniques
foreign investment in the of France's cornpagnie Pechinited States increased for the ney in their joint venture, an
first time more than $1 billion aluminum plant in Frederick,
in a single year. While the Md., which turns out 85,003
1970 figures are not yet in, tons of aluminum per year.
they are expected to show a
still further increase.
W Foreign investment in the
U.S. covers k_wide speetrany
--'-of-atidultifai lines, from small
consumer items, such as name
Families seeking househelp
tapes and shoe polish, to enorhave rapidly overtaken the
mous investments in aluminum number of servants available.
reduction and chemical plants.
The Census Bureau has
Particularly prominent is the revealed that the number of
pharmaceutical
chemical and
household
employes has
industry that has attracted decreased from
about 2.5
West
and
Swiss
large scale
•
million in 1960 to 1.5 million in
4a
German investments.
1970. In the same period,
• • •
12,000 COMMUTERS STRANDEDerCollapse of this partlally-built freeway overpass
of
in- potential
employers
onto Southern Pocific,ruilroad tracks-below at San Bruno, Calif:, stranded nearly
• LARGEST aggregate
vestment has come from the household help have increased
12.000 commuters in San Francisco until tbuses could be put into emergency servUnited Kingdom, a prime in- from 13 per cent to 33 per cent
ice. Four workers were injured.
vestor in the American market of the population.
since Colonial days. The British account for about $3.5 billion of the total and for about
107 enterprises in the United
8-20 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
States_ Canada is second with
$2.6 billion and 114 firms. The
Netherlands follows with $1.9
billion.
The Dutch have the distinction of having a greater investWE RESFRVE THE RIGHT
ment in the U.S. than American firms have in their country
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
West Germany and Japan are
EonieT SIDE OF THE SQUARE
increasing their investments
Murray
rapidly in the United States.
although their stake in the
ell-Arnerican economy is still relatively small in comparison to
the others Japan's investment
has been largely in thr development of raw materials in
2 oz.
/
Lotion Family 61
Alaska for its own industries.
A Commerce Department
11
5 oz
Jar Family
ip(Ikesman cited !v(''-'d cx

Growth Of Foreign
Investment In U.S.,
1950-69

Growing U.S. rich
run out of help

;minor

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

rw-vieddi
DAI
Lilt

4

•

Cat leaves $50,000
in blue-chip shares
Toots, a 15-year-old Siamese
cat which died recently, left
more than 850,000 in blue-chip
shares, which he had inherited
in 1967 when Mrs. Hazel
Mathein, her owner, died.'
The cat had also been
provided with a home and a
housekeeper. But Toots has had
to pay about $200 a year
municipal taxes

411
Daybook of America 1111-1811CLARK KINKAIRU
by almost every mealsNo. 50 "Great
ure of greatness" was a historian's judgment of Samuel Sewall, a prodigy
graduated from Harvard College, at the age
of nineteen. Educated for, and ordained into
the ministry, he was (in his words) "diverted into a prosperous and benign secular career."
Prosperity in merchantile pursuits led to
his being in charge of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony printing press; a member of the
Colony's governing body, a Superior Court
Judge, and a counciler under the new charter secured in 1691. Also to his appointment
in 1692 as one of special commissioners to
try witchcraft charges incited at Salem by
writings of Sewall's fellow Harvard prodigyalumnus, Rey. Dr. Cotton Mather.- •
Of sonic fifty suspects tortured into conlath century woodcut of Samuel Sewall I
fessions, twenty were to be put to death (19 -from a portrait, and a %untying signature.
by hanging, one by being crushed in a press).
lion cited in a drarnatjeatew chronicle, AlperA sensational aftermath (five years laten
W EIN Seveall's unbentirn public confession ot"----Iran Statesmen On Slavery and the Negro,
errors in his judgments, his accompanying • by Nathaniel Weyl and William Marina (pub.
by Arlington House).
pledge to spend therefore at least one day in
The book's authors stress that opposition
fasting and prayer.
to slavery as an immoral institution was
This honesty and humility did nbt eiaa his
strongest among the noncomformist Protestpublic services among the Puritan colonists,
ant denominations, except Quakers. "William
He was appointed a permanent justice of the
Penn traded in slaves and leading Quaker
Superior Court of'Massachusetts Bay, and
families in Philadelphia and Newport were
subsequently was Chief Justice. During
engaged in the international slave trade uneleven of his years as high court judge he
til the middle of the 18th century," it is stat• also was ai member of the Massachusetts
ed. "The Society of Friends moved from acCouncil. In that period he was perhaps the
quiescence in slavery to militantly opposition
first white in America to attack Negro
only ....„.1uunediately preceding the Revoluslavery.
!ion.- - • •
rirginf..iract he published in 1700, The
*tote' "'rousing tracts on otner isSento* of litoieph, declaring there could' be
sues, and left a diary, illuminative of politi-no .ppogresaiiin gospelling" until slavery vw.s
cal and social history, 1674-1729.
abolished, antedated any appeals for abollAll Rights Reserved

Loving Care
Hair Color Lotion

SALE $109

,
A 4 010l.

LOVING
CARE.

by Clairol
Reg. '2'

WASHES AWAY
ONLY THE GAY

SALE $109

•

N Peach
Soft
INTRODUCTORY SAVINGS
Reg, 69,

Tube Family 43 oz
Buy any 2 family size for 12 get a
125 refund from proctor & Gamble.
Get refund certificate at our store.

Regular-Gentle-Super

DistrIbtit4 by Kiing_Features Syndicate, Inc.

1 pt. 6 fl. oz.
GIANT
SIZE
ONLY

Sale

39t

Coif APRICATIA

22 oz plastic bottle

411m,
...oSIsere7eSe•rline-larie

BiGDeAL

“1,0

allerest

Fabulous News From Clairol

69t

oz Aerosol

'
Reg. '11

Tan in 3 to 5
Hours With or
Without the Sun!

ASSORTED
BANDAGES
EXTRA
FREE

Total
90 Bandages
Reg.'98'
SALE

5

Reg, 49'

For chapped wind or
sunburned lips.
I, SALE
Reg.
89'

•

i-14
r

Sale

chap..=Arit

Reg.

24

a

••••••11.

k Kit Contapng Everythinglotr—
Need to Frost or Tip Your Hair.
Reg. 15'''

C in() amiss it

SALE $388

„
:Used and
:recommended by
more physicians
'than any other I
ImouthwashA

T Lotion by Coppertone
tans you indoors, outdoors!
Helps prevent sunburn. Gives you
a Double Tan!

5 oz spray
Reg. ,v

4 oz plastic
bottle
Reg. se

149

$

SALE

.1.1

COPPERTONE

56c

Soothing, cleansing
refreshing.
Glass or plastic16cc
SALE

aides

ANT
110ACH

24 tablets

PLUS

•

BLACK FLAG ANT &
ROACH KILLER
151/2

BAND-AID

70
20

"SCRUMPY" —"The leading---worrntivsi ith the worst hairdo." 1,
the dubious distinction voted Martha Mitchell /above,
with hairdol, wife of th,
U.S. Attorney- General. Th,
distinction was . conferred
, by the New Jersey Mastei
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association meeting in Atlantic ..City
• -Sci,kinlpy.- they called
•
her irOWIIIng glory, 4-

THE MILITANTS _STAY ON—Given permission to stay following Washington'ssmost
peaceful antiwar demonstration, about 3,000 "militant" protesters are camping in
West Potomac Park. They plan to engage in 10 days of civil disobediance aimed at
dim-mine IT S. prosecution of the war in Vietnam.

HEAD & SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO SALE

DELUXE STYLE
PERMANENT KIT

Reg. l2P'

sheer
strips

IL

WEDNESDAY-APRIL 28, 1971

Till- l.k.DGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

PACE IWO

60-75-100 watt
Reg. 2 for 60'

54$ 2u36

ent 4P-d
I 19

I
—1 I

STYLE
HAIR
SPRAY
16 Oz spray
Regular- Super Hold
Unscented
Reg. 'I"

58,,

SALE
4 oz bottle

FOR LOVEL4R HAIR
A LOVELIER YOU I

Reg. san

SALE

•

a

•

JIM ADAMS 1 GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Through Next Tuesday

Prices Goo

PRICES
ARE

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

LOWER

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *
U.S. Choice

U.S.Choice

t

CHUCK
Steakib69;
ROAST iNieners
FRYERS
Sausage
L_
Swiss

Family-Pak

Cut-Up

Southern Star

on'etnost
mping in
aimed at

12-oz. pkg.39;

Field's

-an

1-lb. pkg..53;

lb

9

lb.

25c

ice
I.G.A. Salad •

Dring
Baby Foo

lk
Wesson 01114oz59
44' Chuck
9, Steak 59; Crisco

Gerber

SouII I
slystinis.
Nous"
(Pub.
t opposition
tution was
ist Protestrs. William
ing Quaker
wport were
trade unit is stated from acy opposition
the Revolu-

I.G.A.

TOWELS

29,

Big Roll

Strained

3-lb. can

b

COMET
CLEANSER
Reg. Size

White

Kentucky Beauty

1 0It

.

Showboat

Paper Pork &
Tomatoes
Plates - Beans
No
:
&3 3 2/39,

n other Isye of poltti-

Pkg. of 10049;

Cross Roads

FrostAcres

French
Fries

Richtex

NO GAMES
NO STARS
NO S.7° FORCED PURCHASES

Halves - No. 2% Can 4,89;

3-lb. Can

JUST LOW PRICES !
Salad Dressing

Kraft

9;

Shortening

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

Peaches

No. 300 Can

59

Big Chief

Bar-Bat) Miracle
Whip
Sauce

Peanut
Butter

18-oz.
Bottle

2-lb. Jar

PEPSI
16-oz. - 8-Bottle Carton

690

69;
39; 49
Apple SaNuce
BREAD
COFFEE
79
33;
PRICES

1%-lb. Bag

29

Qt. Jar

Musselman

Folger's or Maxwell House

I.G.A.

303 Can

20 oz loaf 4/
$1

"b. can

HAIR
Y0111

ARE

LOWER
ray
er Hold

8'

LEMONS

3

Doz $

Red

Ripe, Yellow

Sunkists

BANANAS

00
lb.

9;

POTATOES
20 lb. Bag

7.--9

,Amissonommill

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Reniember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!

THELED_CLER k' TIMES
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All's Well That Stars Welles? Aloha Spirit Attracts Jim to Hawaii
Hollywood onsits ear. The young
director, of course, wall most
interested in directing Welles.
-I've learned a lot from him."
said De Palma. "I've watched
his films repeatedly. Some as
many as 10 times. Welles himself IS a camera. I learned
lot about seeing—from him. He
took direction from me 'Very
well with only a few minor suggestions which surprised me. I
don't know if I could take direction that easily or not," he
smiled.
• • •

By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Assoeiiition
Correspondent

a

TO THE REAR, FLY! — A U.S. helicopter erewmember
holds down the rotor of his craft as a big Chinook
copter lifts a damaged copter off the ground at Tan
Canh, South Vietnam, en route to a rear area for repairs
MURDER EPIDEMIC
New York City
periencing a rising

is exmurder

rate, and with 33s recorded in
the first 12 weeks of the year it
looks as though'arecord will be
set for the third year running.

Television Schedule
th LAC.TV
WSIX-1 V
Channel 8
Channel
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

WSM•TV
°Amid t

Al News; PPM.; Sports News; weir.: Scotts
:311 Mon From Snilon Men at Law
:1111 Men Froth Shiloh men at Law
11
• :31110ew From WW1 To Rom* Witt Love
•oviedica. Udder
• :00.IPAPSK melt
Medical Center
11, :X Music Pall
111.Feer-in-One.
Heivati Foe-0
Hawaii Five-0
:X McCloud
ds IS tikeeS; VOW.; Soorts News; Viltir.; &aerie
Movie:
Teniatil
:30
'The Sadiandet'sAO Yenisei,
too.,
'30 Tonight

-6

to.

11

HOLLYWOOD- -How do you
get Orsors W'elles to do a movie
in Hollywood? Surrounded by
mystique ,and reached only
through intermediaries, Welles
is all the star he's cracked up
to be. And from the very beginning he was $pecial when
you recall, at five, he read -A
Midsummer Night's Drea m"
and rewrote the Bard for the
screen before he was 2G. By 25
he had a 60 - page Hollywood
contract giving him absolute
autonomy over his first film,
"Citizen Kane."
Scripts come his way from
all over the globe. Most are
shunted by his wife, secretary,
agents, etc., but many still
reach his hand. Some are read.
How Jordan Crittenden's original screenplay. "Get to Know
Your Rabbit," ran the gauntlet
is a story in itself. It reached
Welles at his villa near Madrid
as the legend was rushing to
meet a plane. Trapped in the
sky for many hours, he thumbed
through the pages, found the
story interesting and within
two days he was on the phone
to producers Steven Bernhardt
and Paul Geer accepting the
offer.
• • •
"CHANCES are I never would
have read the script under ordinary circumstances. You have
no idea how many tons of material are sent my way," explained Orson at the Beverly
Hills Hotel, where scripts had
already piled up since word was
out of his arrival.
"I could make a career out
of reading screenplays. But this
one really hit me. And for a
double interest. Although the
part was well-written and it
gave- me a lot of room to

I Dniem of Jeannie
Courtin.° Ed's Fatner
Room 22
Smith Falititt
NBA basiteload
NSA Basketball
BA=Mb.°
NBA
N
NSA Basketball
To Se AnnwtmAd
To Be AmmwAxid
to Be Announced

Miss U.S.A. gets a kick
out of playing football

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5_
6

" ountry Alernal
_
00 Mornay.
CBS &tontine News
Nj A.M.
X ~rail_
is .43 . ic•ne IdeePtaanyille AM
is Today
f4•11Wrilte AM..
Scene TeasyCaotain Kangaroo
30 Tetley
Mike Douslas
Mike DovillaS
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•
9
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Sal? et Content,. eamey RtRe•
.1 0 -.3 Pio• wooed Sopa GS LW* Ili LORI
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I i
30 Who **Map,. Nitra Starch for ToMorrow

8 Am 1........;

By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service
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Soft
Soto
Man
•
Room
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okit van DAC News
Toe* GNP
Bewitched
• wwrd Apart

'THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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Get a kick out of playing a
little impromptu football now
and then If so, you're likely to
be the kind of guy or gal Debbie
Shelton would welcome to her
friendship circle.
Debbie is this year's Miss
U. S. A. She won the title after
being named Miss Virginia and
before becoming first runner-up in the Miss Universe
competition.
Football is one of her favorite
sports — active and spectator.
On national and international
tours, she giveslwir football the
important pla6 in her luggage
that most beauty queens would
be expected to give a wig case.
A wig she doesn't need. Her
long, chestnut brown hair
cascades to her waist. A site
ten, at five-foot-eight, she is
slender but far from slat slim.
• She
takes
a
bright,
straightforward approKti in
talking about herself-, fashions,
religion, beauty contests and —
football.

It

ss.
,••11•••,.
'"-''It'
Oitn,

It's that kind of a show. It will wake you up.
Thursday s guest will be Governor Winfield Dunn,
who has just returned from the
Southern Governor s Conference
Fort Walton Beach. Florida.
Nashville A M

Controversy
You

— ,.•

'
elatoon and trustraticn And you can be
;itt !jt !he aCti0f1 YOu are. invited to call direct and
• ouestions or present your views on the air to
Arence and guests
Plus The Weather— local, national and
'national, time of day and sties's,'t," an:
,
:•-.4,11, features

A cas AmtiAtt
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 6 30 A M

AND WHAT is Welles' secret
of acting? What makes him the
Idol of actors and directors as
well? It is—listening.
Orson says,'"I'd rather watch
a half hour of film showing Edward G. Robinson listening than
a half hour of any other _Actor
SAYING" lines. Listening is important to the truth in response.
-Acting is not anticipating cues.
The camera knows when you're
not really into a scene."
It was easy to know there
Orson Wallas
was something new going on at
Lured back to Hollywood
Warner Brothers when Welles
was on the set of "Rabbit."
itretch, the added plus was that
Where else but on a set with
t would play a magician. That
Orson Welles would you find
sold it!
the police guards, hired to keep
"As you may recall, I've been
passers-by out of camera range,
a magic buff for years, 30 to
squeezing in to catch a glimpse
be exact. Houdini taught me
of the star in action?
tricks when I was a boy and he
Where else but on a Welles
used to visit my father. I wear
one of his capes in the film. Its set would there be regular
one of my good luck charms spontaneous applause when he
pulled off difficult, comedy
Sure, we're all superstitious.
"The final consideration speeches? Where else but on
which led me to take the role the "Get to Know Your Rabbit"
was the director. Brian de set would you find the star
Palma. He's one of those young pulling rabbits out of a hat?
super-stars of the underground. And where else. would you hear
I've seen his work and was in- that thunderous voice bellowing
terested, in working with him." like the end of the world ha
De Palma, not quite 30, is truly come?
No where, but on a set with
just a few years older than
4Velles was when he knocked Orson Welles

On lunch breaks during have the same state win twice
pageant preliminaries in in a row."
Miami. Fla., she would take
But she did win and so did he,
her football out for a game on a after overcoming the drawback
grassy spot outside the of being very good looking.
auditorium.
"The other participants who
• He was so handsome. I was
would come out with_me were sure he would be a creepy,
the ones I knew I would enjoy gigolo type," Deb I . said. "But
as friends." she saYs.
, he turnedoutto.-r-sweet,
Whether they preferred tcOV'seasitive and kin
spend a lot of time before their
They hope to marry this
mirrors or found relaxation in
the rough and tumble of foot- summer He will be a law
student and she has her senior
ball, all of the contestants were
year as a Spanish and art
beautiful, so far as Debbie is
major ahead of her. They are
concerned. Association with
considering such practicalities
many beauties gave her a
as udent housing for married
levelheaded slant on her own
couples and finances, alone
looks.
wits dreams of a year
-Many people wonder how
foreign travel.
beauty contest winners feel
about being the most beautiful
girl in a state or a country' or
the world." she says. "When
you participate in a contest,
,you know Oat there are so
many beautiful girls that 'you
As the civil war continues in
just can't think of yourself as
strife-torn East Pakistan, the
the 'most '
of President
government
At 22, Debbie believes that it
Yahys Khan is also battling
takes a certain amount ol
increased smuggling activities
maturity to handle the hard
A tightening of border
work and responsibilities of a
year's reign as beauty queen,' restrictions is expected to
prevent the smuggling of
Along with her age she has the
Pakistani jute to feed Calcutta
maturity that goes with three
mills, which dll,e reported to be
years of college, at the
working overtime since the
University of Maryland and at
alan_rders begkh.
Old Donsr
minion Uiverity in he

By Sill DUNN
IT WAS a windy spring day when actor
James MacArthur visited New York recently,
looking unusually tanned and fit for the season
and locale. Of course, his ruddy color might be
explained by all the time he spends in Hawaii
filming episodes of the popular "Hawaii Five-0"
series. But then Jim mentioned he hadn't been
on the islands in four months, production hauing stopped in December. Since then, though,
he has been skiing in California and relaxing
in Mexico, maintaining whatever tan pale New
Yorkers might notice.
Jim, who plays policeman Danny Williams
on the "Hawaii Five-0" force, spends most of his
Hawaiian time, on and off camera, on the island
of Oahu, where he now lives eight months out
of the year. Liking the move, MacArthur has
slowly but surely gone native, evidenced by his
fondness for eating raw fish and referring to
California as "the mainland." And while there
is an inevitable sense of separation from the
activity of "the mainland," Jim feels "the aloha
spirit" more than compensates for it. Asked to
define "the aloha spirit," he answered, "It's an
awareness of the brotherhood of man. The races
live together harmoniously."
• • •
WHILE talking about "Hawaii Five-0," Jim
hit a number of subjects and demonstrated a
natural wit and an eagerness to trade good
stories. When/ttsked about the show's acceptance on the iillands, he said the other networks
would do well to run test patterns during the
show's time slot. "Hawaii-Five-0," Jim reports,
accounts for an incredible 86 per cent of the
viewing audience in Hawaii.
The series is doing well in Mexico, too. Not
long ago Jim had been visiting his mother, actress Helen Hayes, at her home in southern
Mexico. Thinking that the ,three-week May
would be a break from the crowds and fans,
Jim decided on a leisurely walk through the
town only to have the local children shout,
"Hawaii Cinco-Cero," which is certainly just as
encouraging as high ratings.
• • •
TALKING about the appeal of the series, Jim
thinks it's due to the simple -cops and robbers"
formula. Of the two types. Jim admits that the
heavies do add color to a story and without
them there would be no tale to tell. Jim himself has played an occasional heavy, and he
enjoys them.
Asked if there were other parts he'd like to
try now or in the future, Jim MacArthur
thought about it and then said, "I read books
ishd I visualize their being dramatized, but I
never see myself in them, Classically, though.
I'd like to play lago."
The mention of Shakespeare's lago reminded
Jim of a story about a rich but untalented actor who had difficulty getting roles. Finally
giving lip on auditions, he decided to rent a
hall and put on a Shakespearean play with himself in the lead. It didn't help. Opening night,
invited guests and friends began to boo and

BE

Hiatus for Jamas MacArthur was "a
great time." But he's glad to bit back
in Hawaii shooting next season's •pisodas of "Hawaii fivii-0," seen on CBS.
walk oluA during the first act. Distressed, the
luckless actor yelled to the exiting crowd, "Hey
wait, I didn't write this drivel."
Unlike the situation in Jim's story, "Hawaii
Five-04 has both talented stars and scripts
And this season, Jim feels the stories will be
especially strong, explaining, "Due to the economic malaise, writers are available that aren't
normally."
• • •
PRODUCTION already has begun. ending
"the great time" that Jim had during the hiatus.
But he has been eager to be back on Oahu because, as he says, "The show isn't work at all."
While there are long hours of shooting, there
is also "the aloha spirit," not to mention the
Hawaiian sunshine and the ocean in Jim's front
yard. No wonder Jim MacArthur advocates the
move to the islands.
If you can't make it out from the mainland,
"Hawaii Five-0" will be seen on Tuesdays this
coming season on CBS.

SPRINKLE YOUR LAWN
WITH Arab'.AND
ENJOY OUTDOOR LIVING

Without insec
-t

ILllluimi,L!!!

evab-

tiv

With Arab, you can usa your
own garden hose to protect
your lawn, shrubs, trees, flowers
and your family against' chiggers
ants, spiders, mosquitoes,
grubs, Japanese beetles and
other insects. All this protection
for only a few pennies Just spray
and then enioy the outdoors.

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 Maple St.
Murray, Ky.

India mills hum
on smuggled jute

home town. Norfolk, Va
"The glamor side is from the
outside looking in," she said.
'Contests are really big
business and lots of money
changes hands. When you think
of how inany people's jobs
IN
•
depend on the way you conduct
sour year, you know what the
job
sh
il- ,entering
entails'began
contests
in high school and realizff, now
that she was.-tee young.
•'I never won a contest until
last year." she said. "Although
you don't like to lose at the
time. I think that God looks
after you and it was good for
me not to win until I was

1,

Central Shopping Center

acetate fiber in cliolliing
In made from a tree.
*
ince. a good setillITYltest. gi;Li
electric s,cissors
the hang
cali clip rapill4 acoutui
heads, corners and notches of
dress plIttern.

A...BABY RACE

)
"On Your Mark, Get Set, Go!"

SATURDAY, MAY 1
2 to 4 P. M.
FIRST PRIZE '25
*2nd Prize 110

rnaittur'SeDeebnbiuge'sh.be-God
does look after'
you
A
• religious girl, she adtts that
she
is not a fanatic.
:.::- .'Religion plays a big role
in
PeoPle's lives." she said -1
think we all have to find
what is
right for us as individuals
and
live by that
..Debbie doesn't date on
tours
tor two reasons First, it is not
tiecordieg to tour protocol
and
second, she has a fiance
in
Coral Gables She met
him
backstage during the Miss
1.3. S. A. pageant
"Miss Texas smuggled
him
backstage on false press
credentials," Debbie recalled..
"I noticed he was
watching
me and when he told me that I
was going to win. I told bon
it
was impossible because
Virginia had won the ••••ar
before and they never 54,111,1

APRIL 26 - MAY 1 is
CROS.:45) NATIONAL BABY WEEK
and ROSES Is Having

*3rd Prize
Youngest Entrant s5

* 4th Prize 14

Just Bring Your Baby Out Saturday Between The Hours of 2 and 4 p.m.

*OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES*

If-ELECTED

president ill
leadei

Franz Jima, 1114)/iS
a,filen& v• ish him wcit in
it ii Lilt
Vil.nnii
lx.kond,
ti I l/.1to

1. Baby must not be more than 13 mo. old.
2. Baby must CRAWL 15 ft. (Baby may be enticed).
3. No more than 4 babies will ,Tace each race.
4. Time will be by stop watch.
5. Winners will be annouaced at 4 p.m.

—APRIL 28, 1971
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7 DAYS
A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS
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With This Coupon On 3-oz. jar
Good Only at Storey's('
Offer Expires 5V4/71

With This Coupon On 10-lb.
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 5/4/71
COUPON 123629
Limit: One per fami1y
NESCAFE
SAVE

COUPON 23629
Limit: One per family
NESCAFE
SAVE

COFFEE ma

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

6-oz. jar
With This Coupon
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 5/4/71

COUPON 23629
Limit: One per family
SAVE
NESCAFE
10-oz

40'
1°- . 40' COFFEE
'
40' COFFEE
With This Coupon
Coupon
With This

With This Coupon
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 5/4/71

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

89

15' COFFEE

20' FLOUR

TEA

COUPON
0e per family
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE

COUPON 1433-1
Limit: One per family
PILLSBURY
SAVE

COUPON TSLD57
Limit One per family
LIPTON INSTANT
SAVE

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires- 5/4/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 5/4/71

% CASH
SAVIN GS

ATO YOUR FAVORITE CHURCH OR
CIVIC ORGANIZATION BY SAVING
YOUR FOOD GIANT CASH REGISTER
RECEIPTS.

U.S.D.A. Gov't Inspected

P

FRYERS

WOt

to be back
•son's .pin on CBS.

Whole-Only
Pound

CENTER CUT

Distressed, the
g crowd, "He\
story, "Hawaii
and scripts
stories will b.
ue to the eco
ble that aren't

PORK CUTLETS Extra Lean lb 59'
begun. ending
.g the hiatuii.
k on Oahu bet work at all
.00ting, there
o mention the
in Jim's front
advocates the
the mainland.
Tuesdays this

PORK CHOPS ib.69`'
39c
NECK BONES

Elm Hill All- Meat

Lean and
4n
Meaty Pork lb W

PORK RIB

Fine for Bar-B-Q

TI PS

HAM SLICES Boneless

Southern Belle
Fully Cooked

ELM HILL SLAB - SLICED

WIENERS SLICE
R.59
DBACO
tyle
English
PORCiurAllaGE

Cut

39c BEEF ROAST

lb.

lb.

HAM
Shank
Portion

19

1/4 LOIN — 9-11 CHOPS
Pound

12-oz. pk.499,
use your

PORK CHOPS lb 4989t

SLICED BOLOGNA Reelfoot lb.

• protect
,flowers
nst: chiggers
•tiaoeL
eties and
s protection
• Just spray
outdoors.

is
EEK
ing

CE

"

U.S.D.A. Choice

Hot, Ready-To-rat

PORK CHOPS BAR-B-Q

lb.

CREAM
PIES

PORK STEAK-lb 49
Fully

Beet, Pork,

BABY FOOD

49

C ted
PICNICS
4/dSLICED
s

(LIMIT: 4)

3-oz. Jar

NESTEA

Heinz

984

Morton

FINE FOR BAR-B-Q

Iati

49

U.S.D.A. choice

COUNTRY FRY STEAT:90;;;; STEAK

:ER CO.
St.
Y•

lb. 99'

DOG FOOD Friskie 25-lb. bag

INSTANT TEA 89

Country Style

APPLE SAUCE

1
c5a:
n°

5/s1IPEACHES

Val Vita

89
-

Pure Vegetable

CRISCO

3/$1

MAXWELL HOUSE or FOLGER'S

COFFEE
• ush Whole

Golden Ripe
e '4

BANANAS

lb

GREEN BEANS 1 °Izs. 5/1 DRIVE
1 0'

4 p.m.'

ed).

Detergent

• Beef
• Chicken
• Turkey
(Limit: 6)

MORTON

LEMONS

79'

1lb. Can

Sunkist

Doi 39c

PEPSI

With $5.00 Purchase'Excluding
Tobacco And
, Dairy Products.,
with bottles
or depoiit

3-lb. box

69

3-lb. can

(1.11)T: 1)

GREEN ONIONS FRESH

Ed

104
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Don't panic from tale's
of contaminated foods
By BERNARD COLE
Copley News Service

which seem to be coming at us itaminant associated with a
.
every day?
particular food.
Yes, there are.
Let's look at the specific
It's a bit overwhelming at
types of contaminants that
First, be cool. Think, don't
.Ornes - this problem of trying
could possibly appear in our
Just react emotionally. Use
lead a healthy normal life.
food and try to figure out some
your common sense Realize
:• We have become an etways to avoid them, other than
:3remely health-conscious that although in today's world
not eating at all.
you are going to have to be a
:nation within, recent years,
We are told that fish, such as
great deal more careful about
:with doctors...4nd researchers
tuna and swordfish are conwhat you eat, all is not lost.
telling us we need more
taminated with mercury. We
Second, avoid extremes in
. exercise and that we need to
are told that lead, zinc, caddiet. Maintain a balanced diet.
eat better.
mium and other heavy metals
Simply because a little bit of
We're told not to eat this,
are also on the increase in
something is good for you, that
because it increases the
doesn't mean a lot of the same .certain sPecies of sea life.
-cholesterol in our blood. We're
Reports about pesticides..and
thing ks even better. Too much
told not to eat that because
herbicides are just as disturbevidence indicates It increases of anything isually bad. Just
ing In one study, for example,
• the chances of heart disease. because vesetables are good
of 49,000 randomly selected
We are told the fish in the for you dbesn't mean being a
food samples, half contained
oceans have dangerous mer- vegetarian is better.
pesticide residues-29 per cent
cury levels. We are told we
And when a fish of a parof them more than one
must not eat this because it ticular species is reported to
pesticide. About three per cent
might be high in certain have a higher than normal
of the domestic samples conpesticides and herbicides.
level of some contaminant, it
tained residues in excess of
4 We're told not to eat that doesn't mean all fish of that
tolerance levels. The excesses
- because it might have a high species hr, for that matter, all
were
less
common
in
content of a heavy metal such fish, are suspect. Reacting
vegetables, fruits and cereals
as lead, cadmium, mercury or emotionally and cutting an
and more common in meat,fish
'zinc. We're told to avoid foods entire food group out of your
and dairy products.
with this or that particular diet will do you more harm
Then there are the things we
additive because it •might be than good, contaminant or no
deliberately add to our foods to
dangerous.
thntaminant.
make them look better and last
Is there any way of making
longer 'Today's industry has
sense out of this jungle of
What it does mean is that you
conflicting opinions and are going
to have to take a little been made possible by adcharges? Just what is there we more
care with your diet. Not ditives. They prevent aging of
can eat that isn't dangerous? dependin
g exclusively on one food. They allow industry to
Are there any positive kind
of food or another. By take shortcuts that save time
guidelines one can follow for varying
your diet.you decrease and money. They restore
leading a relatively healthy life the chances
of going beyond the properties that get lost in
lespite all the prohibitions tolerance
level of a con- • elaborate processing. Farmers
use hormones to stimulate
growth in animals raised for
meat.
The first step in reducing
your intake of these things is,
as mentioned before, not to get
hysterical. Even if you've
eaten swbrdfish above the
tolerance level, vegetables
with residues of pesticides and,
herbicides, meat with high
artificial hormonal levels and
convenience foods full of additives, it doesn't mean you are
going to die tomorrow, next
year or before your time.
You might have a higher„,,.
level than most other people,
but nothing necessarily fatal.
The Food and Drug Administration has a continuous
By Abigail Van Buren
and extensive program of
monitoring additives, herbicides. pesticides and conDEAR ABBY. I am a widow. My husband
was welltaminants that might be in food
liked in this community and had many friends
and set specific tolerance
What I want to know is, where are
all those kind people
levels for different uses.
who came to his funeral? -There/ they embraced
me and
These tolerance levels are
said, "We'll call you We will)Fave you over
Don't worry
not points beyond which there
we will look after you " I haven't heard
a word from these
will certainly be damage to
people since then.
your body, but points beyond
I have actually picked up my telephone
to see if it was
which there might be potential
out of order I feel so lonely and depressed
harm. Potential, not certain
. It's hard
enough to lose a wonderful man, but when
harm, remember
everyone else
forgets you, it's unbearable.
In many 'cases, scientists
I am not an old frump I am 57. in good
health and
don't know

sit BRAY, KENTUCKY
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A senior (almosp
citizen's musings
By 0110 E.. STUAM
NEW YORK (UP1)4 - Who
:an stay the relentless hand of

Father Time?
Nobody.
Okay, that's a fact of life
you can take in stride.
But what about some
well-meaning people who
unwittingly aid and abet the
bearded old buzzard as she
swings his scythe? Who can stall
their hand without hurting
their feelings'?
Take the guy you haven't
seen in about 10 or 15 years.
You meet and, after the
first greetings, he looks you
over approvingly.
"Boy," he says, you don't
look a day older. How do you
do it?"
Nice try, friend, you think.
How could he know that just

might have given you a second
CEEUrse
glance. Now?
No job
Say, have you ever felt
And number one son. Time looked-through?
was-, you 'recall fondly, when
But there is WEI in Gilead.
you could wrench yobr back
After all, nobody has (yet)
without any meddling by that
wanted to escort you across
strakping young fellow.
the street. Or offered you a
v Now?seit on the subway.
"Hold it, Dad, let me do
And I've read or heard tell
(carry, pick up, move, what- that there are compensations
ever) that."
for these little joys of seniorThat rarity today, a tuneful ity.
melody, comes over the air.
Good. Bring 'em on.
And with it an exasperatingly
t afe ra n t, let-the-old-boy-be
look on daughter's face as you
whistle a few bars and remark
what a hit that was back in
...er, skip it.
In 1969 about 11.000 men from
Let's not forget the barber West Germany married girls
who exuberantly ushers you fro'm other countries about
,
into his chair with:
three times as many -mixed"
"Okay, young man, you're marriages as in 1960, according
next."
A MOVIE CAMERA, it looks
to the federal Statistics Office
46.

that morning, while shaving,
‘ou %rm.-wishing you could do
Mar chore without a mirror.
:vlean while, you 'v e been
siting up your auld
advaintance and say to
iioureelf: "He sure got
:ild-looking. I wonder if I've
deed that much."
But what do you say to
him, and without a blush?
"You haven't changed
either. What's your secret?"
After all, it's only common
courtesy to return a

compliment.

Mixed marriages
rise in Germany

'Then there's lite little
%%man. You ve just announced
you're going to tackle some job
or other around the house.
You wince, but what can
The reaction is swift. A
you do? A good barber, like
-What? Are you out of your tood anything, ii, hard to find
head'? You're riot jfetting any these days.
And the ladies, 11111M4 'ern.
Nounger, you4 know,.,
Once, and with all due
l'ou don't do the job, of,
Modesty not eons ago, one

OTASCO

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating a divorced
woman for
two years but have not commited
myself to marriage She

has a 16-year-old daughter living
with her On occasion I
have been invited to remain overnight
in the mother's room.
I understand that the subject has
been discllssed with the
daughter, who approves, but I don't.
I would appreciate your
comment
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: I'm with you.
DEAR ABBY Please tell HEARTB
ROKEN BOY that
Pus rabbi probably knows all about
his father and his secretary My own dad gets up at daybreak
to meet his secretary
before work They have been seen
sneaking around together.
You were right to say the father may
have "problems"
Our rabbi says Dad is "sick" and
should be pitied, not
despised because he is destroying his
marriage and is setting a bad example for his children.
Can sex be that
important?
ANOTHER DISGUSTED SON
DEAR SON: To sonic, it can, Unfortaaa
tely.

particular additives, contaminants and pesticides do
cause damage.
But such knowledge is
seldom of use in determining
human levels. Therefore the
levels set by FDA scientists
usually have a number of
safety factors calculated in to
insure the level set is truly safe.
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Hate to write letter-0' Seed Si to Abby. Hos 477011.
Los
Angeles. Cal. Mts. for Abby's booklet. "Hew to Write
Let-.
lers for 1111 Oreasiosts"
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QUALITY AUTO PARTS AND LOW COST INSTALLATION!

SHOCKS WORN? Get a New Set of

OIL FILTERS

:L SHOCKS

Screw-en Type
Replaces Fram
P1-18. For all Ford
Chrysler cars.
5-118.

A ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TYPE SHOCK
ABSORBERS. Tor riu,1 Ars 11 644616 1

Cartridge Type

77,

For Ches.. 50-.67
1-13132. -71. -9

ErtitIDE GOLDEN ULTRA SHOCK

ABSORBERS. Fior a %irroother ride under all

Migration to France reached
year,
compared with 195.000 in 1969
Mect were from Portueal.
followed by Algeria, Morocco

driving condition, 1•or most cars 12 MO 6112
C. E-Z RIDE SUPER ROAD MASTER OVERLOAD
SHOCKS. Levels car or truck for stable.
.11100111 ride. ii-iso,fiss.9

a record 212,800 last

and Spain

Shock Installation 99' each, Aost cars

CHECK THESE LOW PRICES
TIMING LIGHT. Make engine tune-ups
easier. Neon light with 4' leads. i 932

244

TUNE-UP KIT. Do it yourself & save. 193211

NAVY DRUG ABUSE

4-pc. Kit with timing light

MUFFLERS
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

HEAVY DUTY/MO

4.700 were discharged for the
same offense.

QUALITY DESIGNED
SAFETY ENGINEERED

12-in. TRICO WIPER BLADES.
For curved windshields
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IGNITION WIRE SET. 6-cyl. with
terminals and coil wire. .3.3
8 cyl. cars. /1.3.
Hypalon 6. For h-cyl. cars. 7-364
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FAN BELT. For most

DEAR ABBY: That letter from
"Brokenhearted Boy"
took me back a lot of years When
I was 12 years old my
mother ran a rooming house and my father
worked nights.
One day I came home early from
school because I wasn't
feeling well When I opened the
kitchen door I found my
beautiful mother in the arms of a man
who rented a room
at our place. They were in the
midst Of such a passionate
embrace they didn't even hear me come in
My mother was 28 then She explained
that she and the
roomer were "in love," but as young and
inexperienced as I
was. I knew it was wrong I demanded
that my mother ask
the roomer to move out of our house She
did, that very day
And that's the last I ever saw of him SENIOR
CITIZEN
What's your problem? You'll feel better If
yew gel' It al
:tour chest. Write to itRRY. Box-1571e.
Los Angeles. Cal.
100041. For a personal reply enclose stamited.
addressed
envelope.
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SPRING

Guarantee

RECORD MIGRATION

A total of 6,700 American
naval ratings and Marines
were discharged in 1970 for
drug abuse. In 1969, fewer than

per minute, open or shut,
at Scovill's new plant in
Watertown, Conn.

09j Z@Ur
i

Husband gone
She's forgotten

exactly what levels
will cause damage in humans.
They have studies in laboratory'
animals which indicate abnormally large amounts of

very few people have ever
seen, or thought about. It
turns out 250- safety pins

SAVE ON CAR NEEDS!

ea& -1461)

am
considered intelligent and attractive. I was
left fairly well
off. So what is wrong with me?
LONELY
DEAR LONELY: I don't know, but
if I were yen,
: wouldn't sit home wondering if my phone
was oat of order.
I don't want to sound like a broken
record, but the only
, ti yriaire cure for loneliness Is to quit
feeling sorry for yourself
and to get involved in something
worthwhile. A Jong list id
/ .3. worthy causes is screaming
for volunteers.
Mental health, crippled children.
cancer, heart. Ftz.d
Cross, Goodwill, church auxiliaries,
political groups, youth
organizations. to name only a few. Now,
aren't you ashamed
that you didn't think of It yourself?

like, but it's a machine

in Wiesbaden.
But the number of marriages
between foreign men and girls
from West Germany has not
substantially increased since
1960. About 15,000 women
married men of different
nationalities.
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MOURNED BY CHINA Natinna list China IS E111dlll !ling the death of T. V.
Soong (above), 77. He died
at a party in San Francisca).
He once was one - of the
most powerful figures in
Nationalist China and wie4
the hit her of Madame
Chiane
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By BURTON HARVEY
----SAN FRANCISCO(UPI) —
One problem in the "MAW
Lab" at Wilson High is that the
classroom dice keep disappear.

RA, it looks
a machine
• have ever
t about. It
safety pins
en or shut,
plant in
, Conn.

But teachers in the informal
math courses at the predominantly black high school would
rather make new extra-large
dice than face some of their
old problems.
The dice are used along with
games, phone books, maps,
foot:mil scores and pool table
trajectories in individaized,
project-oriented classes for
youngsters who don't plan to
go to college.
In one class, a dozen teenagers work alone or in pairs at
tables and desks scattered haphazardly around the room
while one boy's tape recorder
thumps out rock music. One
youth sleeps through it all,
and a teen-age girl feeds lunch
to a small brother and sister
brought to school for family
tlay.
Clarence "Zack" Taylor the
math department chairman,
wanders from student to student, asking if ary need help.
If the answer is no," he asks
enough questions of his own to
make sure they know what
they're doing.
Every Fnday is game day.
The 400 "Math Lab 'students
compete with each other and
their teachers in a half dozen

Let us price your next one and save
you money.

Good Thru 5/3/71

While Quantities Last

atl. Lel 4Sti

Use Top Value Coupons from Opening Circular.

National
League
Baseball
Regulation Size
98C Value

games donated by the 3M
Company or play homemade
math games put together by
the instructors.
The lab started a year ago,
prefacing all general math and
pee-algebra courses.
"We had all the traditional
problems of traditional programs in ghetto schools: fights,
a complete lack of interest, no
control, and kids stomping
out of class," Taylor said in an
interview.
"Several 2f us got together
and asked, What can we do to
gist. these kids some experience
in math?' We.decided we had to
get rid of the school things —
books, desks twAiiitiatlit rews,
the teacher standing in front of
the class.
"So we developed our own
materials. Teachers wrote up
the projects so we can take
students where they are and
teach them what we can.
ThAre's no drilling, no set
curriculum arid they can take
the course as many times as
the). want."

Everea
9 Volt
Transistor
Battery

Fielder's
Baseball
Glove
$7 95

Value

69C Value

Listerine
Mouthwash
14 or
$1 29 Value

The teachers' first goal was
changing attitudes and motivating students to study math.
That's why they wrote 3M
asking for the games, which are
used to interest students in
attending class. The $100
worth of games is about the
,only outside help the experimental effort has had.
Taylor quickly admitted
that after two semesters, no
great change has been noticed.
in math test scores.
"But we've changed attitudes and the atmosphere so
we can relate with kids and
teach some of them," he said.
"There are few fights, less
anger, leas stomping out of
class. Enrollment is up and
teachers notice less cutting.
"Whether we're teaching
more math or not is another
question. But over the long
run, as we improve, I'm sure
we'll be teaching a lot more
math than we were in traditional classes."
Mike Serra, a young.
casually-dressed teacher, said
one immediate benefit has
been the spotting of students
who belong in algebra and
college prep math.
"I hailsa girl in here doing a
problem where she multiplied a
series of numbers by five," he
recalled. "I- was watching her
write down the answers. She
got to five times 125, paused
for a second and wrote down
625. I stopped her, and asked
her if she was sure.
"She sort of moved her eyes
from aide to side and said,
'yes.' So I asked her to
'multiply 1525 by five. She did
the same thing and wrote down
3,125. Anybody who can do
that in their head doesn't
belong in general math.
"She's now taking algebra
and we'd never have noticed
her if we hadn't been teaching
•
informally."
The dice are made by Serra
to measure une-inch t!qtrare on
a gide so they won't disappear
into pockets. Other teaching
tools are designed to "throw
students into situations where
bers are relevant."

CHOCOLATES

PORTABLE
TOOL
CARRIER
83" Value

22
$2

!nut 1

Lysol
Spray
14 or
$1 49 Value
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A desire
to.'learn
in babies

dOIN
THE
MOVE

ROSES

0
By STEVEN A. TRAGASH
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In Murray
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - Dr.
Byron-White believes the desire
to learn - "the feeling that the
world is out there, and I want
os be part of it all" - is
spawned and nurtured in earliest infancy.
White says babies begin
learning at two or three weeks
old, "which is much younger
than we thought." In fact, he
adds, "babies put themselves
together."
And because babies begin to
communicate and understand
in early infancy, even though
they can't walk or talk, White
directs an infant learning project to enhance cognative and
emotional development of very
young babies.
The program, conducted at
the University of Pittsburgh, is
aimed at low-income mothers.
Each of the 80 mothers receives a weekly visit from one
of eight trained workers who
demonstrate bell-ringing, flashing lights and dropping objects
while the baby watches - and
learns.
"Much of it is the sort of
thing middle class mothers
tend to do without realizing,"
said Mrs. Janice Corriden, project coordinator, who assists
White, an associate professor of
maternal and child care.
Better ways

•

White rejects the philosophy
that if a baby doesn't walk. or
talk it's not learning. He and
his staff have set Out on a
course to spur infant development and innovate better ways
of doing it.
"We had better face up to
the fact that we have to make a
commitment to improving development of very young
kids,- especially in those parts
of the community that have a
couple of strikes against
them," White said, referring to
predominantly black
the
ghettos in the city.
His program, "The Instant
Learning Project,- cosponsored by the Graduate
School of Public Health and
the Allegheny Health Department is designed to help
Io w -income, mostly black
mothers, to bring up their
children in a stimulating atmoephere.
"It's aimed at poor people,
he said, "because they have so
many stresses to cope with. It
doesn't take too much insight
to know that it's hard for a
mother to be concerned with
her child's development when
she has to worry about getting
food on the table tomorrow.
Early childhood development is not programmed only
to cognative development, the
refinement of intellectual
eking, in White's infant project
But he emphasizes, "It's important to begin to unravel an
infant's actions as soon after
birth as possible."
He sees early infant stimulation projects such as his, not
necessarily devoted to boosting
1Q's and sharpening wits, but
as a possible preventive theme
against mental disorders which
take root in childhood and
burgeon later on. Does infant
stimulation result in a higher
IQ?
"You can't spot an artist by
giving him a test, said White,
who questions the notionof 1Q.
He urged "better description of
what a child's experiences are
like and how he's functioning
now - rather that pigeonholing
him at a certain level for the
rest of his life."
White experts to hire 120
mothers in the infanSproject
"If we get that number, White
said. "this will be one of the
Largest infant learning programs
In the nation."

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Prices Good Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. - Apr. 29 - May 2

BANKPatmeARD
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12 FT. JON BOAT

s.

*Strong Aluminum
*Painted Green
Great for Fishing

An ideal table for use at home
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CHARCOAL GRILL

LURE RIOT!
Any fish will come running to be
right lure.
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BOMBER LURES

S•

*24 Inch *Steel Bowl
* Fingertip Adjustable Grill
* Rubber Wheels

SAVE 2 SS

BERKLEY 55

Reg.

ROD and REEL COMBO
$3.44
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Raid

YARD GUARD

CHARCOAL

-

Insect spray kills insects up
to 20 feet away.

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS
All you can eat!

4 PLAYER BADMINTON SET

S4ew, French Fries
Hush Puppies,
Tea. or Coffee

*Wooden Shaft 4 Ply Rackets
*2 Shuttle Cocks

$1"
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* Safe

*Fast
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*SUNDAY *
8 OZ. T-BONE STEAK
Spalding

BASEBALL
GLOVE

BASEBALL
Official Little

Top grain cowhide Hex action

$267

Choice of No
Vegetables,
Hot Rolls,
Tea or Coffee

Ream on*.
CLOCK RADIO

*20 Inch Two Speed 115 Volts
*Manually Reversible

Pkg. of 50 - 7 or
9 oz. Cups

Reg. 44'

Reg.

$892

6117L
11
* 30 qt Capacity1111111111

* Gallon Size
* Polyethylene Pail.
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COLEMAN LANTERN

COLEMAN CAMP STOVE

Single mantle, lightweight,
compact. windproof
Provides 8-10 hours light
without refilling
on a few cents worth of t,

":411111y
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'1067
For gasoline stoves, lanterns &
catalytic heaters.

lock pown for cooking
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*Triple Filtered for Cleaner Burning
*INV Inhibitor Added
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COLEMAN FUEL

Compact, economical
two burner camp stove
dependable operating
features.
Strong steel legs

* Storage Tray
* Lightweight
Polypropylene

48'

Perfect ice cream with little effort

Fli
SAT

7
rAN/Pal/A/C.0
Shwa Swo..ra
Joel Geoftri

14.14444.
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ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER

THUS
$27.88

76

STYRO CUPS

34'

ARTICAIRE FAN

* One Piece Interior

$

250 Count

$2"

$4"
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PAPER
NAPKINS

League

Reg. '5"

Reg. '10"

5.

100 to pkg.
9 Inch Plates

Hickory Blend

COLEMAN COOLER

-I

PAPER PLATES

10 lb. Bag

4

Reg. 111"

AIDE AID--Barbara Hackman Franklin seems
pleased at having 'been
lured, to the White House
as a staff assistant for txeetitiveittinpower recruit •
„Alownt. enipthasis.on women
She is on leave as an assistant vice president of the
First National Qty. Bank
of New York.
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